Comparison of infant findings from the physical-reasoning and object-individuation literatures reveals a contradictory picture. On the one hand, physical-reasoning results indicate that young infants can use featural information to guide their actions on objects and to detect interaction violations (when objects interact in ways that are not physically possible) as well as change violations (when objects spontaneously undergo featural changes that are not physically possible). On the other hand, object-individuation results indicate that young infants typically cannot use featural information to detect individuation violations (when the number of objects revealed at the end of an event is less than the number of objects introduced during the event). In this article, we attempt to reconcile these two bodies of research. In a new model of early individuation, we propose that two systems help infants individuate objects in physical events: the object-file and physical-reasoning systems. Under certain conditions, disagreements between the systems result in catastrophic individuation failures, leading infants to hold no expectation at all about how many objects are present. We report experiments with 9-to 11-month-old infants (N ϭ 216) that tested predictions from the model. After two objects emerged in alternation from behind a screen, infants detected no violation when the screen was lowered to reveal no object. Similarly, after two objects emerged in alternation from inside a box, which was then shaken, infants detected no violation when the box remained silent, as though empty. We end with new directions, suggested by our model, for research on early object representations.
pos & Baillargeon, 2001a; Mou & Luo, 2017; Wang, Baillargeon, & Paterson, 2005) . For each category, infants acquire physical rules that identify causally relevant features for predicting outcomes; information about these identified features (e.g., properties of objects and their arrangements) is then included when representing events from the category, resulting in increasingly detailed event representations over time (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2002; Baillargeon, Needham, & DeVos, 1992; Wang, Zhang, & Baillargeon, 2016; Wilcox, 1999) .
Third, one of the processes by which infants acquire their physical rules is explanation-based learning (Baillargeon & DeJong, 2017; DeJong, 2014; Wang & Baillargeon, 2008; Wang & Kohne, 2007) . When infants encounter contrastive outcomes they cannot predict, they search for a feature that distinguishes these outcomes. If they find one, they attempt to construct a plausible explanation for it, using their physical knowledge (i.e., skeletal framework and acquired rules). This explanation is then generalized into a candidate rule and evaluated against a few additional empirical observations. In some cases, the new rule serves to establish a new event category; in other cases, it serves to revise an existing rule. In the case of occlusion, for example, infants' initial rule is akin to "an object is hidden when behind an occluder" (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 1999; Luo & Baillargeon, 2005) . With experience, this rule is extensively elaborated as infants identify causally relevant features for predicting, for example, whether an object will be fully or only partly hidden when behind an occluder (e.g., Is the object larger than the occluder?) and whether the object that reappears from behind an occluder is the same one that disappeared behind it or a different one (e.g., Is the object that reappeared the same size, shape, pattern, or color as the one that disappeared?; Baillargeon & DeVos, 1991; Wang, Baillargeon, & Brueckner, 2004; Wilcox, 1999; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998) .
Finally, featural information, once included in an event representation and interpreted by infants' physical knowledge, is used both to guide actions and to detect violations (Hauf, Paulus, & Baillargeon, 2012; Wang, 2011; Wang & Kohne, 2007; Wilcox & Chapa, 2004) . To illustrate, consider the feature size, which is identified as causally relevant to occlusion events by about 4 months of age (Baillargeon & DeVos, 1991; Wang et al., 2004) . Infants who have acquired this feature use it to act prospectively: When searching for a large object, for example, they are more likely to reach for a large as opposed to a small occluder (Hespos & Baillargeon, 2006) . Infants also detect several types of persistence violations involving this feature, including interaction violations (i.e., objects interact in ways that are not physically possible given their respective properties) and change violations (i.e., objects spontaneously undergo changes that are not physically possible). Thus, infants detect a violation if a large object becomes fully hidden behind a small occluder (interaction violation; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001a) , or if a small object is much larger after being briefly occluded (change violation; . Other occlusion features, such as shape (identified at about 4 months), pattern (7 months), and color (11 months) have yielded similar findings; for example, 11-month-olds detect a violation if an object surreptitiously changes color when occluded, but younger infants do not (Káldy & Leslie, 2003; Wilcox, 1999 ; for neuroimaging evidence showing the same developmental sequence, see Wilcox & Biondi, 2015; Wilcox, Stubbs, Hirshkowitz, & Boas, 2012) .
Early Failures at Individuation Tasks
Strikingly, however, infants age 12 months and younger fail to detect another type of persistence violation, individuation violations (i.e., the number of objects revealed at the end of an event is less than the number of objects introduced during the event, as though one or more of the objects spontaneously disappeared). Xu and Carey (1996) were the first to discover this baffling failure in infants' physical reasoning. Negative results have been obtained with at least three types of individuation tasks (see Figure 1 ; for ease of comparison across tasks and ages, the objects to individuate are always two different objects from the same basic-level category, namely, two balls that differ in size, pattern, and color).
Standard Within-Subject Task
In the within-subject version of the standard task ( Figure 1A ; Xu & Carey, 1996; Xu, Carey, & Quint, 2004) , infants first see one ball emerge on one side of a large screen and then return behind it. Next, the other ball emerges on the opposite side of the screen and again returns behind it. After several repetitions of this occlusion event, the screen is removed to reveal either both balls (two-objects event) or only one of the balls (one-object event). Because infants typically show a baseline preference for two-objects over oneobject displays (as displays with two different objects often take longer to encode and are more interesting visually), infants who correctly individuate the two balls are expected to look about equally at the two test events: They should show enhanced attention to the one-object event due to the individuation violation in this event; they should show enhanced attention to the two-objects event due to their baseline preference for two-objects displays; and these opposing responses should cancel each other, resulting in approximately equal looking times at the two test events. In contrast to this pattern, however, infants age 12 months and younger typically show only a baseline preference for the twoobjects event, suggesting that they fail to detect the violation in the one-object event and hence that they do not clearly expect to see two objects when the screen is removed (e.g., Bonatti, Frot, Zangl, & Mehler, 2002; Futó, Téglás, Csibra, & Gergely, 2010; Krøj-gaard, 2000; Leslie, Xu, Tremoulet, & Scholl, 1998; Rivera & Zawaydeh, 2007; Surian & Caldi, 2010; Xu & Carey, 1996; Xu et al., 2004) .
Standard Between-Subjects Task
The between-subjects version of the standard task was designed to circumvent the interpretive difficulties associated with infants' baseline preference for two-objects displays ( Figure 1B ; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998; Wilcox & Chapa, 2002) . To start, infants watch either a different-objects event, in which the two different balls emerge in alternation from behind the screen, or a same-object event, in which the same ball emerges on either side of the screen. Following this occlusion event, all infants see the same final display: The screen is lowered to reveal only one ball. If infants who see the different-objects event correctly individuate the two balls, they should look significantly longer at the final display than infants who see the same-object event. However, infants age 12 months and younger tend to look equally at the final display across events, suggesting that infants who see the different-objects event This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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do not clearly expect two objects to be present when the screen is removed (Stavans & Baillargeon, 2018; Wilcox, 2007; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998; Wilcox & Chapa, 2002) .
Search Task
Yet another individuation task involves a containment event followed by a manual-search event ( Figure 1C ; Van de Walle, Carey, & Prevor, 2000) . Infants face a large box that has a spandex-filled opening with a narrow slit, so that the box's contents are not visible. At the start of each trial, infants see either a different-objects or a same-object event. In the different-objects event, an experimenter removes one of the balls from the box, returns it to the box, and then repeats these actions with the other ball; the same-object event is identical except that the same ball is removed from and returned to the box. Following this containment event, the box is moved within infants' reach, and they are encouraged to search.
1 If infants correctly determine how many balls are involved in each event, they should search significantly more, after the first ball is retrieved, when shown the different-objects as opposed to the same-object event. However, infants age 12 months and younger tend to search equally across events, suggesting that they do not clearly expect to find two objects inside the box after seeing the different-objects event (Van de Walle et al., 2000) .
In sum, infants' failures at detecting individuation violations in standard and search tasks are highly puzzling given their successes at detecting interaction and change violations involving similar occlusion or containment features (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 1998; Káldy & Leslie, 2003; Kibbe & Feigenson, 2016; Wang et al., 2004; Wang & Onishi, 2017; Wilcox, 1999) . When two balls that differ in size, pattern, and color emerge in alternation from behind a screen or from inside a box, infants age 4 months and older represent at least some of the balls' distinguishing features and view these features as persistent. Why, then, do even 12-month- 1 Readers might wonder why we describe this sequence as a containment event followed by a search event, rather than as an ongoing containment event, given that the box remains in the scene. In the containment event, infants passively view objects being removed from and returned to the box. In the search event, however, infants plan and perform search actions, and it seems plausible that they would represent these actions as a new event or physical interaction with its own causally relevant features (e.g., the distance of their hand to the box, the orientation of their hand relative to the box's narrow opening, and so on). In Experiment 3, we showed infants a novel sequence of two events involving a box: Objects were removed from and returned to a box, which was then shaken. Results indicated that infants represented the shaking as a separate event, in which they expected the objects in the box to noisily collide with each other and with the box's interior walls. In standard within-subject tasks, infants first see two different objects emerge in alternation from behind a screen. On different trials, the screen is lowered to reveal either both objects (two-objects event) or only one object (one-object event). (B) In standard between-subjects tasks, infants first see either two different objects in alternation (different-objects event) or the same object (same-object event) emerge on either side of a screen. Next, the screen is lowered to reveal only one object. (C) On different trials in search tasks, infants see two different objects in alternation (different-objects event) or the same object (same-object event) removed from and returned to a box. Next, the box is moved within infants' reach, and they are encouraged to search. Of interest is whether infants continue searching after the first object is retrieved. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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olds give no indication that they expect both balls to be present when the screen is removed or when they search the box?
Early Successes at Individuation Tasks
Infants' perplexing failures at standard and search individuation tasks gave rise to a large body of empirical work as researchers attempted to make sense of these failures. In the course of these investigations, researchers identified at least four separate factors that allow infants age 12 months and younger to succeed at individuation tasks (see Figure 2 ; for ease of comparison across tasks and ages, we demonstrate all four factors using the differentobjects event from a standard between-subjects task, and where possible we continue to use the two-balls example).
Different-Locations Task
Young infants succeed at an individuation task involving two different balls if, at some point during the occlusion event (standard task) or the containment event (search task), the two balls briefly emerge into view simultaneously ( Figure 2A ; Van de Walle et al., 2000; Xu & Carey, 1996; Xu et al., 2004; Zosh & Feigenson, 2015) . Because the balls occupy visibly different locations, infants establish separate representations for them and detect a violation if one of them spontaneously disappears.
Different-Categories Task
Young infants succeed at an individuation task if they are tested with two objects they assign to different categories, as opposed to two objects they assign to the same category. In other words, infants succeed when they encode the objects as categorically distinct, but they fail when they encode the objects as merely featurally distinct. Critically, the nature of the object categories that infants spontaneously encode changes over development, with significant impact on their performance. Prior to their first birthday, most infants do not spontaneously encode an isolated object's basic-level category, such as ball, toy duck, block, or cup (Pauen, 2002; Xu & Carey, 1996) . However, young infants do encode more abstract or ontological categorical information about the object, such as whether it is human-like or nonhuman and whether it is animate or inanimate (Bonatti, Frot, & Mehler, 2005; Bonatti et al., 2002; Setoh, Wu, Baillargeon, & Gelman, 2013; Surian & Caldi, 2010) . Thus, 9-to 10-month-olds succeed when tested with two objects from different ontological categories, such as a humanlike and a nonhuman object (e.g., a doll and a ball; Figure 2B ; Bonatti et al., 2002 Bonatti et al., , 2005 , but they fail when tested with two objects from the same ontological category that differ only in their basic-level categories and/or their individual features (e.g., a toy duck and a ball, or two different balls; Bonatti et al., 2002; Surian & Caldi, 2010; Xu & Carey, 1996; Xu et al., 2004) .
By their first birthday, infants begin to spontaneously encode objects' basic-level categories (Cacchione, Schaub, & Rakoczy, 2013; Mandler & McDonough, 1998; Pauen, 2002; Xu & Carey, 1996) . Thus, infants now succeed when tested with two objects from different basic-level categories (e.g., a toy duck and a ball), but still fail when tested with two objects from the same basiclevel category that differ only in their individual features (e.g., two different balls; Cacchione et al., 2013; Schaub, Bertin Early Successes at Individuation Tasks Figure 2 . Schematic depiction of test trials in individuation tasks at which infants typically succeed. For ease of communication, these tasks are illustrated using standard between-subjects different-objects events. (A) In different-locations tasks, the two objects emerge simultaneously from behind the screen at some point and thus are seen to occupy visibly distinct locations. (B) Different-categories tasks make use of objects infants spontaneously assign to distinct categories (more fine-grained categories are used with age). (C) In one-event tasks, a transparent panel stands behind the screen. When the screen is lowered, the object is revealed resting behind this transparent occluder. (D) In remainder tasks, the second object is not returned behind the screen but is either left in plain view next to the screen or is removed from the scene. See the online article for the color version of this figure. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
one, 2013; Van de Walle et al., 2000; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998; Xu & Carey, 1996; Xu et al., 2004) . There is also evidence that infants in the second year of life spontaneously assign novel animate entities with different (visually accessible) insides to different categories (Newman, Herrmann, Wynn, & Keil, 2008; Welder & Graham, 2006) . Building on these findings, TabordaOsorio and Cheries (2018) recently tested 13-month-olds in a search task using two transparent animate entities that differed only in the color of their insides or only in the color of their outsides. As expected, infants succeeded with the different insides (they encoded the entities as categorically distinct), but they failed with the different outsides (they encoded the entities as merely featurally distinct). Although infants younger than 12 months typically do not encode objects' basic-level categories, they can be induced to do so via experimental manipulations, with positive effects on their individuation performance (Futó et al., 2010; Stavans & Baillargeon, 2018; Xu, 2002) . For example, in a standard within-subject task using a language-based manipulation (Xu, 2002) , 9-montholds heard a distinct label (i.e., "Look, [baby's name], a duck!" or "Look, [baby's name], a ball!") as each object emerged into view during the occlusion event. Following this manipulation, infants detected a violation when the screen was lowered to reveal only one of the objects. The same positive result was obtained with novel objects and labels ("a fendle," "a toma"), but was eliminated if the two objects received the same label ("a toy"). In a standard between-subjects task using a function-based manipulation (Stavans & Baillargeon, 2018) , 4-month-olds first saw a functional demonstration for each of two tools, a masher and a pair of tongs: In separate trials, the masher was used to compress sponges, and the tongs were used to pick them up. In the test trial, infants saw the two tools in alternation (different-objects event) or the same tool (same-object event) emerge on either side of a screen. When the screen was finally lowered to reveal one tool, infants who had seen the different-objects event looked significantly longer at this final display, suggesting that they expected to see both tools. The same positive result was obtained with two other tools, a marker and a knife, but was eliminated if the tools were used in similar but nonfunctional demonstrations.
Thus, contrastive categorical information, whether encoded spontaneously or as a result of experimental manipulations, enables young infants to succeed at individuation tasks.
One-Event Task
Young infants succeed at a standard task, even when tested with two objects they assign to the same category and view as merely featurally distinct, if instead of being presented with an occlusion event followed by a no-occlusion event, they are presented with a continuing occlusion event, because a transparent panel stands behind the screen ( Figure 2C ). Infants thus see an ongoing occlusion event involving first an opaque and then a transparent occluder. To date, the only published evidence that young infants succeed at one-event tasks has come from a brief report by Wilcox and Chapa (2002) . In one experiment, 9-month-olds saw a block and a ball in alternation (different-objects event) or the same ball (same-object event) emerge on either side of a screen. When the center portion of the screen was lowered, it left a thin frame surrounding a transparent panel, through which the ball could be seen. Infants looked significantly longer at this final display if they had seen the different-objects event, suggesting that they expected to see both the block and the ball behind the panel. This effect was eliminated, however, if the transparent panel was absent, leaving only an empty frame.
These results suggest that during an occlusion event, young infants can establish separate representations for two objects even when encoded as merely featurally distinct, and they detect a violation if one of the objects spontaneously disappears. Apparently, it is only when the event comes to an end that infants have difficulty forming an expectation about how many objects should be present.
Remainder Task
In the standard and search tasks discussed earlier, when the first event involved two different objects, it always ended with both objects out of view (i.e., behind the screen in the case of standard tasks or inside the box in the case of search tasks; see Figure 1 ). Young infants succeed at these tasks, even when tested with two objects they view as merely featurally distinct, if only one of the objects remains hidden when the first event ends ( Figure 2D ; McCurry, Wilcox, & Woods, 2009; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998; Wilcox & Schweinle, 2002) . To illustrate, 5-to 9-month-olds first saw either a block (different-objects event) or a ball (same-object event) move along a platform and disappear behind a screen. Next, the ball emerged on the other side of the screen and paused in full view. Finally, the screen was lowered to reveal no block-only the ball was visible to the side of the screen. Infants looked significantly longer at this final display if they had seen the differentobjects event, suggesting that they expected to see the block when the screen was lowered (Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998; Wilcox & Schweinle, 2002) . In another experiment in this series (McCurry et al., 2009) , the screen was made of cloth fringe, and the occlusion event was followed by a manual-search event, instead of a noocclusion event: After the ball emerged from behind the screen and paused in full view, the platform was moved within infants' reach, and duration and frequency of reaching were measured. On both measures, infants reached significantly more for the screen if they had seen the different-objects event (suggesting that they believed an object was hidden behind the screen), but they reached significantly more for the visible ball if they had seen the same-object event (suggesting that they believed it was the only object present).
Similar results were obtained with 10-month-olds in a modified remainder search task (Xu & Baker, 2005) . In each trial, infants first saw a same-object containment event: The same object (e.g., a toy duck) was removed from and returned to a box several times. Next, infants were allowed to search the box and retrieved either that object (e.g., the duck; same-object trial) or a different object (e.g., a ball; different-objects trial). Duration of search after this first retrieval was measured. Infants searched the box significantly longer on different-objects trials, suggesting that they realized the retrieved object was not the one they had seen previously, which must therefore still be in the box.
Thus, young infants can succeed at an individuation task involving two objects they view as merely featurally distinct as long as only one of the objects is hidden when the first event ends. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Prior Explanations for Individuation Findings
The evidence reviewed in the two preceding sections provides a bewildering array of negative and positive findings, as infants fail to detect individuation violations in some tasks but succeed in other, superficially similar tasks. Several different explanations have been proposed for these findings, though none so far has been successful at accounting for all the findings we have discussed. One suggestion has been that infants succeed at individuation tasks when they can assign the two hidden objects to distinct kinds (i.e., categories that allow rich inductive inferences; Carey, 2011; Gelman, 2003; Xu, 2007) . Because infants understand that objects cannot change kinds, then upon noticing that the second object to emerge into view belongs to a different kind than the first object, they infer that two objects are present, and they expect both to be revealed (Carey, 2011; Xu, 2007; Xu & Carey, 1996; Xu et al., 2004) . A related suggestion has been that infants succeed when they can assign the two hidden objects to distinct categories because this reduces processing-load demands: Representing the objects as members of separate categories provides "symbols that can be directly placed in short-term memory" (Xu & Carey, 2000, p. 294) or "makes it possible to store them in short-term memory without having to preserve their idiosyncratic features" (Futó et al., 2010, p. 1) . One difficulty with these suggestions is that they cannot explain why infants detect individuation violations in oneevent and remainder tasks based on featural differences alone. Another suggestion has been that infants succeed at individuation tasks that require monitoring object representations within a single event, but they fail at more demanding tasks that require mapping object representations from one event to the next (Needham & Baillargeon, 2000; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998; Wilcox & Chapa, 2002; Wilcox, Schweinle, & Chapa, 2003) . One difficulty with this suggestion is that it does not explain why infants succeed at different-categories and remainder tasks that require mapping object representations across events.
In this article, we propose a new model of early individuation that accounts for all of the negative and positive individuation findings we have reviewed. Before outlining our model, we briefly discuss three types of information adults use to individuate objects. As will become clear, at the heart of our model is the notion that infants use these same types of information but cannot always resolve conflicts between them, leading to individuation failures. In the following section, we describe the main assumptions of our model and explain how they help make sense of infants' responses in different individuation tasks. Next, we briefly review evidence from other infant-cognition tasks that provides support for our assumptions. Finally, we report three experiments that tested and supported key predictions from our model.
Object Individuation in Adults
Imagine that adults are shown a simple individuation scene: An object disappears on one side of a large screen, and then an object appears on the opposite side of the screen. To decide whether the objects on either side of the screen are the same object or two separate objects, adults would use at least three types of information.
Spatiotemporal Information
Two objects viewed at different times tend to be perceived as numerically identical if a continuous spatiotemporal trace can be established between successive views; if no such trace can be established, then the objects are perceived as numerically distinct (Flombaum, Scholl, & Santos, 2009; Pylyshyn, 1989 Pylyshyn, , 2007 Rips, Blok, & Newman, 2006) . Thus, in our simple scene, spatiotemporal information consistent with a continuous trace would suggest a single object, whereas spatial discontinuities (e.g., the object did not appear in a gap at the center of the screen) or temporal discontinuities (e.g., the object reappeared too soon, given its current speed, to have traveled from one side of the screen to the other) would suggest two objects.
Object-Representation Information
Even if the spatiotemporal information available in our simple scene was consistent with a continuous trace, adults could still posit two objects if they noticed that the object that emerged from behind the screen was different from the one that had disappeared behind it. When viewing an object, adults build a temporary representation of the object that includes both categorical (i.e., more general or abstract) and featural (i.e., more specific or detailed) information (Archambault, O'Donnell, & Schyns, 1999; Gordon & Irwin, 1996 , 2000 Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992; Rips et al., 2006; Simons & Levin, 1998) . Thus, in our scene, a temporary representation would be created for the object that disappeared behind the screen. When the object came back into view, it would be compared with the contents of this temporary representation; if similar, it would be viewed as the same object; if different, it would be viewed as a numerically distinct object, and a new representation would be built for it.
Would any change to the object lead to the creation of a new representation? In the initial research on change detection in adults, it was assumed that adults build detailed representations of attended objects and can use all of the information in these representations to detect changes to the objects. Over time, however, it became clear that adults often fail to detect even salient changes to attended objects that go briefly out of view, in both laboratory and real-world settings (Archambault et al., 1999; Rensink, 2002; Levin & Simons, 1997; Simons, Chabris, Schnur, & Levin, 2002) . In our simple scene, it seems likely that adults would detect most categorical and featural differences between the objects shown on either side of the screen. Under more challenging conditions, however, adults might well fail to do so. In an experiment inspired by the work of Xu and Carey (1996) , Simons and Levin (1998) embedded an occlusion event in a novel social interaction on a college campus. An actor who carried a map and was dressed as a construction worker (e.g., in a plain hard hat, black shirt, and white pants) approached individual students and asked for directions. In each case, the interaction between the actor and the student was interrupted by two confederates who passed between them, carrying a door. While occluded, the actor surreptitiously switched positions with one of the confederates, another young White man who also carried a map and was dressed as a construction worker, though in different clothing (e.g., a hard hat with a logo, a tool belt, a light blue shirt, and tan pants). Most subjects failed to notice the change to the actor. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Several different factors may cause adults to overlook changes to attended objects in a scene, including failure to form sufficiently detailed representations of the objects, failure to retain these representations over time, and failure to compare the pre-and postchange objects (Beck & Levin, 2003; Hollingworth, 2003; Mitroff, Simons, & Levin, 2004; Noë, Pessoa, & Thompson, 2000; Simons & Ambinder, 2005; Varakin, Levin, & Collins, 2007 ). Yet another factor, which is particularly germane to our model of early individuation, is that adults may compare the pre-and postchanges objects but (particularly in challenging situations, where information-processing resources are taxed) focus on only a small subset of the available information. In many cases, this subset will correspond to the objects' categorical descriptors. Provided these are maintained across views, adults will fail to notice changes to the objects' individual features (unless, of course, these changes are perceptually highly salient). When applied to the experiment by Simons and Levin (1998) described earlier, this last factor suggests that adults selectively compared the pre-and postchange actors' categorical descriptors (e.g., young, White, male construction worker requesting directions); because these descriptors remained constant across views, subjects mistakenly inferred object continuity.
Evidence consistent with this suggestion comes from experiments showing preserved representations of prechange objects' individual features despite failures to detect changes to these features (e.g., Angelone, Levin, & Simons, 2003; Hollingworth, Williams, & Henderson, 2001; Mitroff et al., 2004; Simons et al., 2002) . In one experiment (Angelone et al., 2003) , for example, adults watched a videotaped event in which a female actor, who was wearing a basketball jersey and an art smock and was carrying a basketball and an art portfolio, asked someone for directions. When the camera cut to a different angle, she was replaced with another actor of the same age, race, and gender who wore the same clothes and carried the same objects. Only about half of the subjects noticed the change to the actor. Next, all subjects were asked to pick out the prechange actor from a four-choice photographic lineup. Strikingly, subjects who failed to notice the change were significantly above chance at selecting the prechange actor, and their performance did not differ from that of subjects who did notice the change. Here again, one possible interpretation of these findings is that subjects who missed the change selectively compared the pre-and postchange actors' categorical descriptors (e.g., young, White, female student requesting directions); because these descriptors remained constant across views, they mistakenly inferred object continuity, despite a preserved representation of the prechange actor.
Together, these results suggest that in some cases at least, adults may overlook a featural change to an object even though the information necessary to detect this change has been encoded, is maintained, and can be accessed experimentally via photographic lineups, probing questions, or more implicit measures (Angelone et al., 2003; Hollingworth et al., 2001; Mitroff et al., 2004; Simons et al., 2002) . Such change-detection errors occur because adults focus exclusively on the object's categorical descriptors when checking for object continuity across views and falsely conclude they are facing the same object if these descriptors remain the same.
Causally Relevant Event-Specific Featural Information
Even if the spatiotemporal and categorical information available in our simple scene both signaled a single object moving back and forth behind the screen, adults could still posit two objects if they were led by their physical knowledge (Rips et al., 2006; Strickland & Scholl, 2015) to attend to causally relevant featural information and to notice changes incompatible with object continuity.
Adults possess a great deal of knowledge about simple causal interactions between objects (e.g., occlusion, containment, collision, and support events) and about simple causal transformations (e.g., cutting, compressing, painting, baking, melting, and burning events). In particular, they know which features are causally relevant for monitoring the progress of different events and for predicting their outcomes. Because adults' physical knowledge guides inferences about what changes to objects are possible or impossible in a specific event, it can also contribute to their ability to individuate objects. To illustrate, consider the following example, adapted from Rips et al. (2006) . Imagine that an ice cube is placed behind a screen and, after some time, is taken out again. When taken out, the ice cube is either smaller or larger than before. Based solely on the spatiotemporal and categorical information available, one might have little reason to distinguish between these two outcomes. Based on a causal analysis of the scene, however, one might infer that the smaller ice cube was the same one as before (it had begun to melt), but that the larger ice cube was a different one than before (ice cubes cannot grow larger at room temperature). Thus, adults' physical knowledge can guide their attention to causally relevant featural information (e.g., size information) and can help them determine whether changes across views are compatible with object continuity.
Summary
The evidence and arguments reviewed in this section suggest that adults may use spatiotemporal information, object-representation information, and causally relevant event-specific featural information to individuate objects in a scene. As we discuss in the next section, our model of early individuation assumes that young infants use the same three types of information, but can be stymied when conflicts arise between them.
A New Model of Object Individuation in Young Infants
As a brief overview, our model has three key assumptions. First, we assume that two cognitive systems help infants individuate objects in physical events: the object-file (OF) system (Kahneman et al., 1992) and the physical-reasoning (PR) system . In infants, the OF system uses primarily spatiotemporal and categorical information for this purpose, whereas the PR system also uses whatever featural information it has identified as causally relevant for the event category involved. Because the two systems rely on somewhat different information to individuate objects in physical events, conflicts can arise between them. Second, during an event, the PR system has priority over the OF system in predicting how the event will unfold. Third, when an event comes to an end, infants successfully track the objects to the next event if the two systems agree on how many objects are This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
present (e.g., both systems agree that there are two objects behind the screen or inside the box). If the two systems disagree, infants' individuation performance depends on the nature of this disagreement. When the two systems disagree quantitatively, in that both infer that objects are present but disagree on their number (e.g., the OF system signals that one object is present, whereas the PR system signals that two objects are present), this disagreement cannot be resolved and results in a catastrophic individuation failure: Infants hold no expectation at all about how many objects will be present in the next event. However, if the two systems disagree only qualitatively (e.g., the OF system signals that no object is present, whereas the PR system signals that one object is present), this disagreement can be resolved, leading to successful individuation.
2
In the following text, we describe our model more fully. For ease of communication, we present each assumption in turn and discuss its implications for infants' performance in individuation tasks.
Two Systems
We assume that two different systems help infants individuate and track objects from event to event: the OF and PR systems.
OF system. The overarching goal of the OF system is that of representing "where" and "what" information about objects, drawing on incoming perceptual information as well as on stored knowledge. The OF system thus includes two separate yet closely related processes, one that represents spatiotemporal information (spatiotemporal process), and one that represents categorical and featural information (object-representation process).
3
When objects emerge in alternation on either side of a screen, the spatiotemporal process specifies that a single object is present if it can establish a continuous trace for this object. If it cannot, then it specifies that two objects are present. The objectrepresentation process encodes both categorical and featural information about the objects seen on either side of the screen, but (in young infants at least) it relies primarily on the categorical information to decide whether these are the same object or two separate objects (this selective reliance on categorical information could be due to several factors, which we consider in the General Discussion section). Thus, the object-representation process specifies that one object is present if it assigns the same categorical descriptors each time an object comes into view, and it specifies that two objects are present if it assigns different categorical descriptors.
Both processes gradually develop during infancy, resulting in the use of more detailed spatiotemporal information (Huttenlocher & Lourenco, 2007; and more finegrained categorical descriptors (Pauen, 2002; Xu & Carey, 1996) over time. For example, at about 4.5 months of age, the spatiotemporal process begins to use speed information, in addition to path information, to individuate objects. If an object disappears at one end of a screen and immediately reappears at the other end (i.e., too soon, given its current speed, to have traveled the distance behind the screen), infants age 4.5 months and older infer that two objects are present, but younger infants do not . Similarly, at about 12 months of age, as discussed earlier, the object-representation process begins to use basic-level descriptors, in addition to broad ontological descriptors, to individuate objects (Xu & Carey, 1996) .
Starting early in life, disagreements between the spatiotemporal and object-representation processes are resolved in favor of whichever process posits two objects. Thus, 4-month-olds infer that two objects are present when an object disappears behind one screen and reappears from behind a different screen without appearing in the gap between them: The object-representation process posits one object because it assigns the same categorical descriptors each time the object comes into view; the spatiotemporal process posits two objects because it detects the path discontinuity in the event; and the spatiotemporal process overrides the object-representation process, resulting in successful individuation (Aguiar & Baillargeon, 2002; Spelke, Kestenbaum, Simons, & Wein, 1995) . Similarly, as was discussed earlier, 4-month-olds infer that two objects are present when objects previously shown to belong to two distinct functional categories emerge in alternation on either side of a screen: The spatiotemporal process posits one object because it can establish a continuous trace for it; the object-representation process posits two objects because it assigns different categorical descriptors to the objects on either side of the screen; and the object-representation process overrides the spatiotemporal process, resulting in successful individuation (Stavans & Baillargeon, 2018) . This explains the positive results of the different-locations and different-categories tasks discussed earlier ( Figure 2A and 2B): In each case, the process that specifies two objects overrides the process that specifies only one object.
From the preceding descriptions, it follows that when two objects infants encode as merely featurally distinct emerge in alternation from behind a screen, the spatiotemporal and objectrepresentation processes mistakenly infer that a single object is present-the spatiotemporal process because it can establish a continuous trace for the object, and the object-representation process because it assigns the same categorical descriptors each time the object comes into view (the object's "changing" individual features are simply updated at each new emergence). This can lead to disagreements with the PR system, as we discuss next.
PR system. The PR system is a causal-reasoning system that becomes engaged whenever infants observe or produce a physical interaction between objects. The PR system then attempts to pre-2 In our previous models of early individuation, we focused on conflicts between categorical and featural information within the PR system (Baillargeon et al., 2012) and on conflicts (due largely to working-memory limitations) between the object-tracking and the PR systems (Levine & Baillargeon, 2016 ). The new model proposed here does a better job of explaining infants' successes and failures at various individuation tasks, relates better to findings on adults' ability to individuate and track objects, and provides a sounder basis for the predictions tested in the present experiments.
3 Broadly speaking, accounts of object perception differ in how they integrate spatiotemporal ("where") and object-representation ("what") information. In object-file accounts, object-representation information is stored in an object's file, and spatiotemporal information is used to address this file (Gordon & Irwin, 1996; Kahneman et al., 1992) . In object-tracking accounts, an object is assigned an index or spatiotemporal pointer that "sticks" to it as it moves, and object-representation information can be bound to this index (Leslie et al., 1998; Pylyshyn, 1989) . The debate about how best to integrate spatiotemporal and object-representation information is far from settled (Pertzov, Dong, Peich, & Husain, 2012; Naughtin, Mattingley, & Dux, 2016) . For present purposes, we gloss over these distinctions and treat the spatiotemporal and object-representation processes as separate yet closely related processes that both reside within the OF system. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
dict and interpret the progress of this interaction over time Baillargeon et al., 2012; Mascalzoni et al., 2013; Wang & Goldman, 2016) . Even simple physical interactions may call for a whole slew of predictions, and infants must become adept at these predictions both to keep up with the world as it unfolds and to act adaptively on objects.
4
When infants see objects emerge in alternation on either side of a screen, the PR system begins to build a specialized representation of this event. It first uses the spatiotemporal and categorical information from the OF system to categorize the event as an occlusion event and to assign event roles (e.g., occluder, occludee). Next, the PR system taps the OF system for information about the features that have been identified as causally relevant to occlusion events (e.g., size and shape by 4 months, pattern by 7 months, and color by 11 months; Wilcox, 1999) . This selected featural information is then added to the event's representation. All of the information included in the representation-the spatiotemporal, categorical, and causally relevant featural information-is used by the PR system's physical knowledge to predict and interpret the progress of the event.
If similar categorical and causally relevant featural information is included for the objects that emerge on either side of the screen, the PR system concludes that a single object is involved. This conclusion will be correct in many cases, but it will be incorrect when the event involves two objects that differ only in features not yet identified as causally relevant to occlusion events (e.g., when infants under 11 months, who have not yet identified color as an occlusion feature, see two balls that differ only in color emerge alternately from behind the screen; Wilcox, Haslup, & Boas, 2010; Wilcox et al., 2012) .
If similar categorical information, but different causally relevant featural information, is included for the objects that emerge on either side of the screen, the PR system must decide whether these featural differences are compatible with the presence of a single object or whether they signal the presence of two distinct objects. In some cases, the PR system may conclude that a single object is present. For example, infants realize that a soft, deformable object may change shape when out of view , and that a self-propelled object may rearrange the orientation of its parts when out of view (e.g., Baillargeon, Wu, et al., 2009) . In many cases, however, such as those commonly studied in individuation tasks, the PR system infers that two objects are present. For example, if a large ball and a small ball emerge in alternation from behind a screen, the PR system infers (beginning at about 4 months of age, when size has been identified as an occlusion feature) that two different balls are involved in the event. According to the persistence principle, a large ball cannot spontaneously change into a small ball when passing behind a screen (Baillargeon, 2008) .
From the preceding descriptions, it should be clear that conflicts will arise between the OF and PR systems when (a) the OF system mistakenly infers that a single object is present in an event, based on the spatiotemporal and categorical information at its disposal, but (b) the PR system correctly infers that two objects are present, based on the causally relevant featural information at its disposal. 
During an Event
While a physical event is unfolding, the PR system has priority over the OF system in predicting and interpreting the progress of the event. This means that if a disagreement arises between the OF and PR systems, as was just discussed (e.g., the OF system mistakenly infers that a single object is present behind a screen, whereas the PR system correctly infers that two objects are present), infants may still give evidence that they have established separate representations for the two objects as long as these representations are probed during the event itself. Because the PR system has control over infants' responses while the event is unfolding, infants can succeed at detecting individuation violations. This explains the positive result of the one-event task devised by Wilcox and Chapa (2002) . Recall that if at the end of a different-objects event the screen is lowered to reveal only one of the objects standing behind a transparent panel ( Figure 2C ), young infants detect this individuation violation. The PR system (a) uses the causally relevant featural information at its disposal to infer that two objects are present, (b) monitors the occlusion event as it continues to unfold, first with the opaque and then with the transparent occluder, and (c) detects an individuation violation when one of the two objects spontaneously disappears.
When an Event Ends
When the OF and PR systems agree on how many objects are present as an event comes to an end, infants successfully track the objects to the next event. When the systems disagree, however, performance depends on the nature of this disagreement: Qualitative disagreements (e.g., none vs. one) can be resolved, but quantitative disagreements (e.g., one vs. two) cannot, leading to catastrophic individuation failures. 4 To clarify what we mean by predicting and interpreting the progress of a physical event, imagine that we saw an object being lowered toward the opening of a container. As the event unfolded, we might consider: whether the object would fit through the opening of the container; whether the object, when resting inside the container, would remain partly visible above its rim or through its sidewalls; whether the object would remain inside the container if the latter was slid to the side, lifted, or turned upside-down; and whether the object, when removed from the container, had the same appearance as before or a different appearance. From a young age, infants begin to master these various predictions about containment events (Baillargeon, Li, Luo, & Wang, 2006; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001a , 2001b Wang et al., 2004 Wang et al., , 2005 ; see also Strickland & Scholl, 2015 , for related results with adults).
5 Readers may wonder why we describe the OF and PR systems as separate systems in our model. Could the two instead correspond to distinct operations or computations within a single system? We think not, in part because of how we generally construe causal reasoning in core domains. We assume that in the domains of physical, psychological, and sociomoral reasoning, a separate skeletal framework of principles and concepts guides how infants represent, reason about, and learn about events in each domain (Baillargeon et al., 2015; Buyukozer Dawkins, Ting, Stavans, & Baillargeon, in press) . From this perspective, it seems unlikely that the OF and PR system would be part of a single system. The OF system creates temporary representations for objects, whether in events or in static scenes (e.g., it can represent trees in a yard, dots on a page, and so on). In contrast, the PR system only becomes involved when objects interact; its main function is that of predicting how this causal interaction will unfold and, when predictions fail, that of revising its domain knowledge to better predict outcomes in the future. Because the two systems have such different purposes and requirements, it seems unlikely that they would be components of the same system. Nevertheless, the two systems must certainly interact a great deal, and our model focuses on specific difficulties that arise in the context of these interactions. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
To illustrate various situations in which the OF and PR systems might agree or disagree (see Figure 3) , imagine that infants ages 4 -12 months are watching an occlusion event. If the same object disappears and reappears from behind the screen ( Figure 3A) , both systems agree that a single object is present, as there is no information to suggest otherwise. If at some point during the occlusion event two objects emerge simultaneously from behind the screen, as in a different-locations task, both systems agree that two objects are present, based on the spatiotemporal information available ( Figure 3B ). If two objects appear alternately on either side of the screen, and these objects receive different categorical descriptors, as in a different-categories task, both systems again agree that two objects are present, based on the categorical information available ( Figure 3C ). However, if the two objects receive identical categorical descriptors and differ in one or more features identified as relevant to occlusion events ( Figure 3D ), then the two systems disagree. The OF system assumes that a single object is present, based on the spatiotemporal and categorical information available, whereas the PR system assumes that two objects are present, based on the causally relevant featural information available. This quantitative disagreement (one vs. two objects behind the screen) results in a catastrophic individuation failure, leading infants to hold no expectation about how many objects should be revealed when the screen is removed. This explains the negative results of the standard and search tasks described earlier (see Figure 1) .
One exception to these catastrophic failures was discussed in the last section and has to do with one-event tasks ( Figure 2C ). Because a transparent panel stands behind the screen, the occlusion event does not come to an end; the PR system continues to monitor the ongoing event and detects an individuation violation if one of the objects spontaneously disappears ( Figure 3E ).
Another exception to these catastrophic failures has to do with remainder tasks ( Figure 2D ). The OF system assumes, based on the spatiotemporal and categorical information at its disposal, that the occlusion event involves only one object that is now resting in plain view next to the screen, thus leaving nothing behind the screen. In contrast, the PR system assumes, based on the featural information at its disposal, that the occlusion event involves two objects, the one that is resting next to the screen and another one that is still hidden behind the screen. Because the disagreement between the two systems is qualitative (no object vs. one object behind the screen), it can be resolved, leading infants to expect one object when the screen is removed ( Figure 3F ). 6 In sum, catastrophic individuation failures occur when an event comes to an end and there is a quantitative conflict between the OF and PR systems: The two agree that objects are present behind the screen (standard tasks) or inside the box (search tasks), but disagree on their number. In contrast, no individuation failure occurs when the conflict between the two systems is qualitative in nature: The OF system assumes that there is nothing left behind the screen or inside the box, whereas the PR system assumes that one or more objects remain hidden there.
Why do quantitative conflicts result in catastrophic individuation failures, but qualitative conflicts do not? First, let us consider what might happen when a quantitative conflict arises. Imagine that the OF system signals that there is one object present behind a screen, but the PR system signals that there are in fact two objects present. How does the OF system respond to this information? One possibility is that it entirely discards its object file. After all, an object file is meant to refer to a particular object in the world and to hold information about its properties-it can never refer to two or more objects. The OF system may thus discard its faulty object file and start over (as though "rebooting"), resulting in a catastrophic individuation failure. Another possibility is that the OF system attempts to split its one object file into two separate files, one for each hidden object. However, the processing demands associated with this split may exceed young infants' limited information-processing resources, resulting once again in a catastrophic individuation failure (akin to an "error message").
Now, consider what might happen when a qualitative conflict arises. Imagine that the OF system signals that there is one object present, resting next to a screen, but the PR system signals that there are in fact two objects present, the one next to the screen and another one behind it. How might the OF system respond? In this case, there is no single object file erroneously pointing to two different objects. The OF system's object file is pointing to the object next to the screen, and the PR system is signaling that in addition to that object, there is another object elsewhere in the scene, behind the screen. In response to this signal, there is no need for the OF system to discard its object file or to split it in two-it can simply add a new file pointing to the object behind the screen, resulting in successful individuation.
Findings From Other Infant Tasks Supporting Our Model
In this section, we discuss a few findings from infant-cognition tasks that support the assumptions of our model. A full consideration of the research related to the OF and PR systems is beyond the scope of this article, so our discussion is illustrative, rather than exhaustive.
Two Systems, With Priority to the PR System During Physical Events
We have seen that when the PR system represents a physical event and has identified a given feature as causally relevant for predicting outcomes in the event category involved, it requests information about that feature from the OF system. In such cases, both the OF and the PR systems end up having access to the information about the feature. If the PR system has not yet identified the feature as relevant, however, there is a dissociation between the two systems: The OF system possesses featural in- 6 Readers may wonder at the difference between different-objects trials in search and remainder tasks. After all, after infants retrieve the first object in a search task, doesn't the task essentially become a remainder task? The answer is no. At the end of the containment event in the search task, the OF and PR systems disagree quantitatively about how many objects are present. As a result, infants hold no expectation about what they will see or do next, and hence they have no expectation to update as events ensue. At the end of the containment event in the remainder task, however, the OF and PR systems agree that a single object is present in the box, thus leading infants to hold a clear expectation for one object. When a featurally distinct object is removed from the box, the two systems update their representations. The OF system assumes there is now nothing left in the box, while the PR system infers that the original object must still be in the box. Because this amounts to a qualitative disagreement (no object vs. one object in the box), it can be successfully resolved, leading infants to search for the original object. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
formation that the PR system lacks. Because the PR system is in charge of predicting how the event will unfold, this means that infants will fail to detect violations involving the feature, even though the OF system has encoded the necessary information for detecting these violations. Evidence for these claims comes from experiments by Wang and her colleagues (Wang & Goldman, 2016; Wang & Mitroff, 2009) . These experiments built on prior findings that the feature height is identified at different ages in covering events (12 months) and tube events (14 months; Wang et al., 2005) . In one experiment (Wang & Goldman, 2016) , 12-month-olds saw an experimenter's hand lower a tall cover (cover condition) or a tall tube (tube condition) over a short object. Next, the hand lifted the cover or tube to reveal either the same object as before (no-change event) or a much taller object (change event). As expected, infants in the cover condition detected the change to the object's height, whereas those in the tube condition did not. Strikingly, however, infants did detect this change in a modifiedtube condition in which they were briefly turned away to face a plain wall while the tube was lowered over the object and then lifted back again. Wang and Goldman (2016) concluded that (a) the OF system encoded the object's height in all conditions and events; (b) when infants observed the interaction between the cover or tube and the object, the PR system became involved and had priority in guiding infants' expectations, so infants detected the change to the object's height in the cover condition (height information was included in the PR system's event representation), but not the tube condition (no height information was included); and (c) when infants did not observe the interaction between the tube and the object in the modified-tube condition, the PR system was not involved, so the OF system alone guided infants' responses, leading to enhanced attention to the novel object shown in the change event.
In another experiment, Wang and Mitroff (2009) first showed 11-month-olds a covering event in which a short object was much taller after being hidden under a tall cover (infants failed to detect this change violation, in line with prior findings). Following the covering event, infants saw static displays pairing either the prechange (short) or postchange (tall) object with a novel, mediumsized object. Infants looked preferentially at the medium-sized object, and this effect was eliminated if they were shown only the static displays. These results suggest that (a) the OF system had encoded the heights of the pre-and postchange objects during the covering event and viewed the medium-sized object as relatively novel, and (b) infants could exhibit this novelty preference because the PR system was not involved during the static displays.
The preceding results support several assumptions of our model: The OF and PR systems are two distinct systems; while a physical event is unfolding, the PR system is in charge of predicting and interpreting the progress of the event; and the OF system readily passes on the categorical and spatiotemporal information at its disposal to the PR system (e.g., whether the hand is holding a cover or a tube, and whether it is lowering it next to, behind, or over the object), but it supplies information about individual features (e.g., height information) only if the PR system specifically requests it.
Other Catastrophic Failures
Readers familiar with the research on early numerical cognition may have noticed intriguing parallels between that research and the individuation model and findings we have described. In a series Columns (left to right) describe the event shown (same-object or different-objects) and the task used. The next columns specify the number of hidden objects posited by the object-file (OF) system, the number of hidden objects posited by the physical-reasoning (PR) system, whether these two numbers agree or disagree, and what are the consequences of an agreement or disagreement for infants' expectations about how many hidden objects should be present. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
of forced-choice experiments (Feigenson & Carey, 2005; Feigenson, Carey, & Hauser, 2002; vanMarle, 2013) , 10-to 12-montholds watched as an experimenter placed crackers one-by-one into two containers. One container always had more crackers than the other. Infants approached the container with more crackers in trials with one versus two, two versus three, and four versus eight crackers, but not in trials with one versus four, three versus six, or two versus eight crackers, where they selected a container at random. One possible interpretation of these results (vanMarle, 2013) is that infants experienced a catastrophic numerical-comparison failure when forced to compare representations produced by two distinct systems: the parallel-individuation system, which focuses on individual items and can represent up to three simultaneously, and the approximate-number system, which focuses on groups of items and represents their approximate cardinal value (Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004; Hyde & Spelke, 2011) . Thus, infants succeeded when they could compare representations from the same system (e.g., parallel-individuation: one vs. two; approximate-number: four vs. eight), but failed when they had to compare representations from the two systems (e.g., one vs. four, two vs. eight). Consistent with this interpretation, additional experiments (vanMarle, Mou, & Seok, 2016) showed that when comparing representations from the approximate-number system alone, 10-to 12-month-olds succeeded when the two sets of crackers differed by a 2:3 ratio (e.g., four vs. six), but not a smaller ratio (e.g., seven vs. eight).
Together, the preceding results make it unlikely that infants failed with sets of one versus four or two versus eight crackers because they could not represent sets of four or eight crackers, could not perform comparisons involving such large sets, or could not compare sets differing by a 1:4 ratio (infants succeeded with a smaller, 2:3 ratio). Rather, it seems more likely that infants failed because of difficulties in comparing quantitative representations from different systems. Our model of early individuation also focuses on failed interactions between two systems, although the ones we describe concern disagreements about how many objects are involved in an event, rather than "incommensurable" representations of smaller and larger quantities (vanMarle, 2013) . In both cases, however, these failed interactions result in catastrophic failures, with infants holding no expectation at all about what they should see or do next.
The Present Research
In three experiments with infants ages 9 -11 months, we tested key assumptions of our model. All three experiments bore on our first assumption: The OF uses primarily spatiotemporal and categorical information to individuate objects, whereas the PR system also uses causally relevant featural information. As a result, the two systems sometimes posit different numbers of objects in an event. Our experiments tested the consequences of these disagreements for infants' performance in different individuation tasks.
Experiment 1 focused on our assumption that event boundaries matter in infants' individuation performance. When an event comes to an end, agreement between the OF and PR systems is critical for infants to hold a clear expectation about how many objects are present. During the event itself, however, the PR system has priority in predicting how the event will unfold, so disagreements with the OF system do not matter. To support this assumption, we sought to confirm the finding (never replicated to date) that young infants succeed at one-event tasks even when tested with two objects they view as merely featurally distinct (Wilcox & Chapa, 2002) . In a different-objects event, infants saw two different dolls emerge in alternation from behind a screen, which was then lowered to reveal only one of the dolls. For half of the infants, this doll rested behind a transparent panel (panel condition); for the other infants, no panel was used (no-panel condition). According to our model, infants in the panel condition should detect the individuation violation they were shown, but infants in the no-panel condition should not (as usually found). In the panel condition, the occlusion event did not come to an end when the screen was lowered. Instead, it continued on with the panel now serving as the occluder. During this event, the PR system had priority and could infer, based on the causally relevant featural information at its disposal, that two objects were present. Infants should therefore detect a violation when one of the objects spontaneously disappeared. Thus, strikingly, the mere addition of a transparent panel should enable infants to detect the violation in the different-objects event, thereby supporting our analysis of one-event tasks and our model more generally.
Experiment 2 focused on our assumption that quantitative disagreements between the OF and PR systems give rise to catastrophic individuation failures. When an event comes to an end and the OF and PR systems both posit hidden objects but disagree on their number, infants hold no expectation at all about how many objects will be present in the next event. This assumption leads to a striking prediction. When infants experience a catastrophic failure, they should not merely be uncertain as to whether one or two objects should be present in the next event: They should fail to detect a violation even if no object is present. To evaluate this prediction, infants were tested with a standard between-subjects task using two objects that were merely featurally distinct, a dotted and a striped cup. In one condition, infants saw the two cups in alternation (different-objects event) or the same cup (same-object event) emerge on either side of a screen. Next, the screen was lowered to reveal no cup. According to our model, infants who saw the same-object event should detect this violation: The OF and PR systems should agree that one object was present behind the screen, leading to a clear expectation for one object. In contrast, infants who saw the different-objects event should detect no violation: The OF (one object) and PR (two objects) systems should disagree about how many objects were present, leading to a catastrophic individuation failure. Thus, remarkably, infants who saw more objects in the occlusion event should be less likely to detect a violation when the screen was removed to reveal no object, thereby providing strong evidence for our model. Experiment 3 again tested our assumption concerning quantitative disagreements and catastrophic failures, this time using a novel event sequence composed of a containment event followed by a shaking event. The objects were two rigid toys that infants this age would encode as merely featurally distinct: a toy wolf and a ball. Infants first saw the two toys in alternation (different-objects event) or the same toy (same-object event) lifted from and lowered into a large box. Next, the box was shaken briskly but produced no thumping sounds, as though empty (the box was many times larger than the two toys combined, so the absence of thumping sounds could not be attributed to the toys tightly filling the box). AccordThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
ing to our model, infants who saw the same-object event should detect a violation during the silent shaking event:
The OF and PR systems should agree that one object was present inside the box, leading to a clear expectation for thumping sounds as the object collided with the box's interior walls. In contrast, infants who saw the different-objects event should detect no violation: The quantitative disagreement between the OF (one object) and PR (two objects) systems about how many objects were present should lead to a catastrophic individuation failure. Thus, remarkably, infants who saw more objects in the containment event should be less likely to detect a violation when the shaken box seemed to be empty, thereby providing further evidence for our model. Finally, Experiment 3 also tested our assumption about qualitative disagreements. When an event comes to an end and the OF system posits no hidden object but the PR system posits one hidden object, this qualitative disagreement (i.e., no object vs. one object) is readily resolved, leading infants to hold a clear expectation that one object is still present. To test this prediction, additional infants saw different-objects and same-object events identical to those just described, with one exception: In the containment event, the last object lifted from the box was visibly removed from the apparatus, instead of being returned to the box. In the case of the same-object event, the OF and PR systems should agree, when the containment event ended, that the box was now empty, so infants should expect it to be silent when shaken. In the case of the different-objects event, in contrast, the OF system should infer that the box was empty, whereas the PR system should infer that it still held one object. This qualitative disagreement should then be resolved, leading infants to detect a violation when the shaken box was silent, as though empty. Such evidence would provide clear support for our assumption that quantitative and qualitative disagreements between the OF and PR systems have different consequences for infants' individuation performance.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 built on prior results by Wilcox and Chapa (2002) and examined whether 10-month-old infants would succeed at detecting an individuation violation in a one-event task involving two objects they encoded as merely featurally distinct. Infants faced a puppet-stage apparatus and were randomly assigned to a panel or a no-panel condition (see Figure 4) .
Infants in the panel condition received one orientation trial, one familiarization trial, and one test trial. Each trial had an initial phase and a final phase. At the start of the (4-s) initial phase in the orientation trial, infants faced a large screen standing upright at the This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
center of the apparatus floor. After a few seconds, the entire screen was lowered to reveal a transparent panel standing behind it (before the testing session, an experimenter also showed infants the panel, so they knew it consisted of a clear solid surface). During the final phase of the trial, infants saw the panel until the trial ended (see Procedure section for criteria).
The familiarization trial introduced infants to the objects that would be used in the test trial. In their task, Wilcox and Chapa (2002) used a block and a ball (objects that 9-month-olds would encode as merely featurally distinct) and compared infants' ability to individuate and track these objects with and without a transparent panel. For a fuller investigation of this ability, we presented infants with one of three events: different-categories, differentobjects, or same-object. Our stimuli were adapted from those of Bonatti et al. (2002) , who found that 10-month-olds succeeded at a standard within-subject task when tested with a dog head and a doll head, but not when tested with two different doll heads. These and other results (Bonatti et al., 2005; Kibbe & Leslie, in press) suggested that young infants spontaneously assign distinct categorical descriptors to a toy animal (nonhuman) and a doll (humanlike) shown one at a time, but not to two different dolls shown one at a time, even when they differ in skin, hair, and eye color. In line with these results, our stimuli consisted of various toy heads mounted on identical supports. Across events, infants saw a toy animal and a doll (different-categories event), two different dolls (different-objects event), or a single doll (same-object event).
Thus, in the (28-s) initial phase of the different-categories familiarization event, infants first saw a toy animal (a light rabbit or a dark cat, counterbalanced) emerge to the right of the screen, pause, and then return behind the screen (6 s). After a 1-s pause, a doll (a light-skinned blonde or a dark-skinned brunette, with different hairstyles, counterbalanced) emerged to the left of the screen, paused, and then returned behind the screen (6 s). After a 1-s pause, this sequence was repeated one more time, ending with another 1-s pause. Each object thus emerged into view twice in total. During the final phase of the trial, infants saw the upright screen until the trial ended. The different-objects event was similar except that the two different dolls (counterbalanced) emerged on either side of the screen. Finally, the same-object event was again similar except that the same doll (counterbalanced) emerged on either side of the screen (for better experimental control, two identical dolls were used to produce the event).
In the test trial, infants saw the same event as in the familiarization trial, with one exception: During the last second of the (28-s) initial phase, the screen was lowered to reveal the last object to return behind the screen (i.e., the doll in the different-categories event, and the last-seen doll in the different-objects and sameobject events), resting centered behind the transparent panel. During the final phase of the trial, infants watched this final display until the trial ended. Infants in the no-panel condition were tested using the same procedure as in the panel condition except that there was no orientation trial and no transparent panel in the test trial.
Our predictions were as follows (using the order established in Figure 3 as a general guide). In the case of the same-object test event, both the OF and the PR systems should agree that a single object was present, as there was no information to suggest otherwise ( Figure 3A) . Infants should therefore detect no violation when the screen was lowered to reveal that object, and this should be true with or without the transparent panel. In the case of the different-categories test event, the OF system should assign different categorical descriptors to the toy animal and the doll (nonhuman, human-like), so the OF and PR systems should agree that there were two objects present, as in prior different-categories tasks ( Figure 3C ). Infants should therefore detect a violation when the screen was lowered to reveal only one of the objects, and this should again be true with or without the transparent panel. In the case of the different-objects test event, however, different predictions held for the two conditions. In the no-panel condition, the OF and PR systems should disagree about the number of objects present ( Figure 3D ). The OF system should assign the same categorical descriptors to each doll and thus should infer that a single object was present.
7 In contrast, the PR system should assume, based on the causally relevant featural information at its disposal (e.g., the distinct sizes and shapes of the dolls' hairdos), that two objects were present. This quantitative disagreement should lead to a catastrophic individuation failure, so infants should detect no violation when the screen was lowered to reveal only one object. In the panel condition, in contrast, the PR system should still be in charge of monitoring the occlusion event, which continued on with the transparent panel now serving as the occluder. Because the PR system assumed that two different objects were involved in the event, infants should detect an individuation violation when one of the objects spontaneously disappeared (Figure 3E) .
Together, these predictions suggested that (a) in the no-panel condition, infants would look significantly longer if shown the different-categories as opposed to the different-objects or sameobject event; (b) in the panel condition, infants would look significantly longer if shown the different-categories or the differentobjects event than if shown the same-object event; and (c) only the different-objects event would differ between the two conditions, with infants looking significantly longer when the transparent panel was used. Finding the predicted results would confirm those of Wilcox and Chapa (2002) , would support our analysis of oneevent tasks, and more generally would provide robust evidence for our model.
Method
Participants. Previous standard between-subjects tasks have used numbers of participants ranging from six to 14 per cell (i.e., per combination of condition and event; Stavans & Baillargeon, 2018; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998; Wilcox & Chapa, 2002; ). An a priori power analysis using G ‫ء‬ Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) , based on the averaged Condition ϫ Event effect size ( p 2 ϭ .148) obtained by 7 Readers might wonder why infants would not encode the two different dolls as categorically distinct, given the apparent differences in their races (one doll was White, while the other doll's race was indeterminate but clearly non-White). After all, infants in the first year of life do form race-based categories: After seeing multiple exemplars from one race (e.g., White), they dishabituate to exemplars from another race (e.g., Black; Anzures, Quinn, Pascalis, Slater, & Lee, 2010; Waxman & Grace, 2012) . When shown a single exemplar from each racial category (as in Experiment 1), however, there is no evidence that infants encode them as members of distinct racial categories (Bonatti et al., 2002; Kinzler & Spelke, 2011) . This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Stavans and Baillargeon (2018) , indicated that with power set at .80 and alpha set at .05; the minimum cell size required was 10 participants for 2 ϫ 3 designs (as in Experiments 1 and 3), and 12 participants for 2 ϫ 2 designs (as in Experiment 2). For consistency, all experiments reported in this article used 12 infants per cell. Participants were 72 full-term infants (36 male, M ϭ 10 months, 27 days, range ϭ 10 months, 0 days to 11 months, 19 days). Another 16 infants were tested but excluded (nine in the no-panel condition and seven in the panel condition), because they were active (six) or fussy (five), peeked behind the screen (four), or had a test looking time over 3 standard deviations from the condition mean (one; this infant saw the same-object event in the panel condition). Twelve infants were randomly assigned to each combination of condition (no-panel, panel) and event (sameobject, different-objects, different-categories).
Infants' names in this and the following experiments were obtained from a university-maintained database of parents interested in participating in child development research. Written informed consent was obtained from each infant's parent prior to the testing session, and all protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Apparatus and stimuli. The apparatus consisted of a brightly lit display booth (201 cm high ϫ 100 cm wide ϫ 46 cm deep) with a large opening (55 cm ϫ 95 cm) in its front wall. Between trials, a supervisor lowered a curtain in front of this opening. Inside the apparatus, the sidewalls were painted white, and the back wall (made of foam board) and floor were covered with adhesive paper.
The screen (25 cm ϫ 30.5 cm ϫ 0.5 cm) was blue and was mounted on a thin rod that extended out of the right wall of the apparatus. At the end of the orientation and test trials, a hidden first assistant rotated the rod to lower the screen. When upright, the screen stood centered on the apparatus floor. The transparent panel (22.5 cm ϫ 30.5 cm ϫ 0.5 cm) was made of clear Plexiglas, was outlined with blue tape, and had a horizontal support at the back (0.5 cm ϫ 30.5 cm ϫ 5.5 cm) that allowed it to stand upright. When used, it was placed 3 cm behind the screen.
The objects consisted of six different toy heads mounted on identical green supports (12.5 cm ϫ 10.5 cm ϫ 10.5 cm) decorated with red dots. Two of the heads belonged to toy animals: a light brown rabbit (12 cm ϫ 6 cm ϫ 7.5 cm; all stimuli measurements are at the largest points) and a dark brown cat (5.5 cm ϫ 8 cm ϫ 6.5 cm). Two of the heads were identical and depicted a lightskinned and blue-eyed doll (6.5 cm ϫ 14 cm ϫ 8.5 cm), with long blonde hair decorated with blue streaks and worn in two braids, each tied with a blue hair tie. The remaining two heads were identical and depicted a dark-skinned and brown-eyed doll (5.5 cm ϫ 12 cm ϫ 5.5 cm), with long loose brown hair decorated with a light blue bow. During the familiarization and test events, the objects moved 2.5 cm in front of the back wall. At the back of each object was a thin flat handle that extended through a thin gap (concealed by white muslin fabric) at the bottom of the back wall. Behind the wall, a hidden second assistant slid the handle along a track (with markings and stoppers) to move the object back and forth. To avoid producing sound cues that might indicate the number of hidden objects present, each object's bottom surface was covered with felt, and each object was moved silently along a clear plastic track glued to the apparatus floor. Finally, the back wall had a concealed trapdoor, centered behind the screen, which was used by a hidden third assistant to surreptitiously remove the penultimate object to return behind the screen at the end of the test trial.
During each testing session, a metronome beat softly to help the assistants adhere to the events' second-by-second scripts. One camera captured an image of the events, and another camera captured an image of the infant. The two images were combined, projected onto a monitor located behind the apparatus, and watched by the supervisor to confirm that the events followed the prescribed scripts. Recorded sessions were also checked off-line for accuracy.
Procedure. Infants sat on a parent's lap centered in front of the apparatus. Parents were instructed to remain silent and to close their eyes during the test trial. Two observers hidden on either side of the apparatus monitored each infant's looking behavior. From their perspective, the observers could not determine which objects were used in the familiarization and test trials. Looking times during the initial and final phases of each trial were computed separately, using the primary observer's responses. Interobserver agreement during the final phase of each trial was calculated by dividing the number of 100-ms intervals in which the two observers agreed by the total number of intervals in the final phase. Agreement was measured for 69/72 infants (only one observer was present for the other infants) and averaged 92% per trial per infant.
Infants were highly attentive during the initial phases of the trials they received. In the no-panel condition, they looked, on average, for 94% of each initial phase, and in the panel condition, they looked, on average, for 92% of each initial phase. The final phase of each trial ended when infants (a) looked away for 1 consecutive second after having looked for at least 2 (orientation and familiarization) or 10 (test) cumulative seconds; or (b) looked for a maximum of 30 cumulative seconds. A longer minimal looking value was used in the test trial to give infants the opportunity to process the final display revealed when the screen was lowered.
To reduce any positive skewness in the test data, all looking times in this article were log-transformed, and analyses were conducted on the log-transformed data (Csibra, Hernik, Mascaro, Tatone, & Lengyel, 2016) . For ease of communication, however, raw looking times are provided in the text and figures. Preliminary analyses of the test data in Experiment 1 revealed no significant interaction of condition and event with either infants' sex or last-seen object (light-skinned blonde or dark-skinned brunette), both ps Ͼ 0.346. The data were therefore collapsed across these latter two factors.
Results
Looking times during the final phase of the familiarization trial were compared by means of an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with condition (no-panel or panel) and event (sameobject, different-objects, or different-categories) as betweensubjects factors. The analysis yielded no significant effects, all ps Ͼ 0.110, suggesting that across conditions and events, infants tended to look equally at the upright screen during the final phase of the familiarization trial (for descriptive statistics, see Experiment 1 Dataset in the online supplementary material).
Looking times during the final phase of the test trial were analyzed in the same manner (see Figure 5 ). The analysis This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
yielded significant main effects of condition, F(1, 66) ϭ 9.14, p ϭ .004, and event, F(2, 66) ϭ 22.48, p Ͻ .001, as well as a significant Condition ϫ Event interaction, F(2, 66) ϭ 3.33, p ϭ .042, p 2 ϭ 0.09. Five planned comparisons (with a Bonferroniadjusted ␣-level of .05/5 ϭ 0.01) were conducted. In the nopanel condition, as predicted, infants who saw the differentcategories event (M ϭ 23.48, SD ϭ 5.01) looked significantly longer at the final display than did infants who saw the different-objects event (M ϭ 13.87, SD ϭ 3.19) or the sameobject event (M ϭ 14.53, SD ϭ 4.79), F(1, 66) ϭ 36.28, p Ͻ .001. In the panel condition, again as predicted, infants who were shown the different-categories event (M ϭ 23.95, SD ϭ 4.78) or the different-objects event (M ϭ 19.78, SD ϭ 5.42) looked significantly longer at the final display than did infants who were shown the same-object event (M ϭ 16.17, SD ϭ 3.56), F(1, 66) ϭ 11.22, p ϭ .001. Comparing between conditions, as predicted, significantly different looking times were found for the different-objects event, F(1, 66) ϭ 14.14, p Ͻ .001, Cohen's d ϭ 1.39, but not the different-categories event, F(1, 66) ϭ 0.04, p ϭ .836, d ϭ 0.11, or the same-object event, F(1, 66) ϭ 1.60, p ϭ .210, d ϭ 0.54. Nonparametric Wilcoxon's rank sum tests comparing conditions confirmed the results found with the different-objects (Z ϭ 3.01, p ϭ .003), different-categories (Z ϭ 0.17, p ϭ .862), and same-object (Z ϭ 1.59, p ϭ .112) events.
Discussion
As predicted, no difference was found between the no-panel and panel conditions for the same-object and differentcategories events. In the case of the same-object event, the OF and PR systems agreed that a single object was involved in the occlusion event ( Figure 3A) , so infants simply expected to see that object when the screen was lowered, with or without the transparent panel. In the case of the different-categories event, the OF system assigned distinct ontological descriptors to the toy animal and the doll (nonhuman vs. human-like), so the OF and PR systems agreed that two objects were involved in the occlusion event ( Figure 3C ). Infants thus expected to see two objects when the screen was lowered, and they detected an individuation violation when shown only one object, again with or without the transparent panel.
Also as predicted, responses for the different-objects event differed significantly between the two conditions. As the two dolls emerged in alternation from behind the screen, the OF system inferred that a single object was present, based on the spatiotemporal and categorical information at its disposal, whereas the PR system inferred that two objects were present, based on the causally relevant featural information at its disposal (e.g., the distinct sizes and shapes of the dolls' hairstyles). In the no-panel condition, the occlusion event ended when the screen was lowered. Because the two systems disagreed quantitatively about the number of hidden objects present, infants experienced a catastrophic individuation failure, leading them to hold no expectation about how many objects would be revealed ( Figure 3D ). In the panel condition, in contrast, the occlusion event continued when the screen was lowered, with the panel now serving as the occluder, making this a one-event task. Because the PR system remained in charge, infants expected to see two objects behind the panel, and they detected an individuation violation when shown only one object ( Figure  3E ).
Could infants in the panel condition who saw the differentobjects event have succeeded not because they saw an ongoing occlusion event, as our model suggests, but for entirely different reasons? For example, it might be suggested that infants had established weak representations for the two dolls, and the transparent panel provided something akin to a "Watch this space!" sign that helped infants remain focused on the area behind the lowered screen and the two dolls that should be there. Alternatively, perhaps infants had formed a three-way association between the two dolls and the opaque screen, and the final display with both the doll and the transparent "screen" (panel condition) provided a stronger retrieval cue for the missing doll than the final display with the doll alone (no-panel condition). Though logically possible, these alternative interpretations are unlikely, for two reasons. First, recall that in the study of Wilcox and Chapa (2002) , only the central portion of the screen was lowered at the end of the different-objects event (see Figure 2C) , leaving a thin frame that was either empty (no-panel condition) or filled with a transparent panel (panel condition). Importantly, the empty frame in the no-panel condition did not lead to successful individuation, even though it would also have helped draw attention to the area behind the lowered screen or provided a cue for the retrieval of the missing object. Second, all events in the no-removal condition of Experiment 3 ended with the box being shaken, which would be expected to provide both a "Watch this space!" sign and a retrieval cue for the objects in the box. Nevertheless, as predicted by our model, infants who saw the different-objects Figure 5 . Mean looking times in Experiment 1, by event and condition, during the final phase of the test trial. Errors bars represent standard errors, and an asterisk denotes a significant difference between the conditions. Looking times were log-transformed before analysis. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
event again failed to correctly individuate the objects, making these alternative interpretations unlikely.
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In sum, the results of Experiment 1 provide additional evidence for those of prior standard (Xu et al., 2004) and differentcategories (Bonatti et al., 2002 (Bonatti et al., , 2005 tasks, and they confirm the finding by Wilcox and Chapa (2002) that young infants succeed at one-event tasks even when tested with objects they view as merely featurally distinct (e.g., a block and a ball, or two different dolls). Infants' contrasting responses to the different-objects event in the no-panel condition (standard task) and the panel condition (oneevent task) were particularly striking: The simple addition of a transparent panel enabled infants to detect the individuation violation they were shown. This counterintuitive finding supports two assumptions of our model. First, the OF and PR systems use somewhat different information to individuate objects and track their identity: The OF system uses primarily spatiotemporal and categorical information, whereas the PR system also uses causally relevant event-specific featural information. Second, event boundaries matter in infants' individuation performance. As long as a physical event is ongoing, the PR system is in charge of predicting how it will unfold. When it comes to an end, however, the OF and PR systems both weigh in on how many objects are present, and quantitative disagreements result in catastrophic individuation failures.
Experiment 2
According to our model, when infants fail at a standard or a search task, they are not merely uncertain as to whether one or two hidden objects are present. Rather, the quantitative disagreement between the OF system (which infers that one object is present) and the PR system (which infers that two objects are present) results in a catastrophic individuation failure, leading infants to hold no expectation at all about how many objects are present. Our model thus predicts that infants should fail to detect an individuation violation even if no object were present. Experiment 2 tested this prediction with 11-month-olds. Infants received a standard between-subjects task using two red cups that differed only in pattern: One had yellow stripes and the other had green dots (recall that pattern is typically identified as a causally relevant occlusion feature by about 7 months of age; Wilcox, 1999) . Infants were randomly assigned to a no-object or a one-object condition (see Figure 6 ).
Infants in the no-object condition received one familiarization and one test trial. Half of the infants saw a different-objects event in each trial, and half saw a same-object event. These events were identical to those in Experiment 1 with two exceptions. First, as noted previously, the two objects were a striped and a dotted cup. Which cup was seen last in the different-objects event, and which cup was shown in the same-object event, were counterbalanced across infants (as before, two identical cups were used to produce the same-object event, for better experimental control). Second, the initial phase of the test trial was extended from 28 s to 31 s, to allow the last-seen cup to be surreptitiously removed before the screen was lowered (the first-seen cup was removed after its last emergence). During the final phase of the test trial, infants thus watched a final display with no cup: No object stood behind the lowered screen.
Infants in the one-object condition saw identical familiarization and test events except that the last-seen cup was not removed in the test trial and stood centered behind the lowered screen during the final phase of the trial.
Because infants in the no-object and one-object conditions saw final displays with different numbers of objects, which could create interpretive difficulties due to different baseline preferences (recall that in standard within-subject tasks, infants often show a baseline preference for final displays with two objects vs. one object; Bonatti et al., 2002; Futó et al., 2010; Surian & Caldi, 2010; Xu & Carey, 1996; Xu et al., 2004) , our predictions focused on infants' responses within each condition, following the logic of standard between-subjects tasks. Thus, in the no-object condition, we predicted that infants who saw the same-object and different-objects events would respond differently. In the case of the same-object event, the OF and PR systems should agree that a single object was present, as there was no information to suggest otherwise ( Figure 3A) . Infants should therefore expect to see one object when the screen was lowered, and they should detect an individuation violation when shown no object. In the case of the different-objects event, however, the OF system should infer that one object was present, based on the spatiotemporal and categorical information at its disposal, whereas the PR system should infer that two objects were present, based on the causally relevant featural information at its disposal (i.e., the cups' different patterns). This quantitative disagreement should lead to a catastrophic individuation failure: Infants should hold no expectation at all about the number of objects that should be revealed when the screen was lowered ( Figure 3D ), and they should therefore fail to detect a violation when shown no object. Infants in the no-object condition should thus look significantly longer if shown the sameobject as opposed to the different-objects event. Strikingly, seeing more objects emerge from behind the screen should render infants 8 This is not to say, of course, that memory considerations play little role in infants' physical reasoning. Indeed, there are many different ways in which working-memory limitations have been found to affect infants' ability to represent and reason about events. In a series of experiments (Kibbe & Leslie, 2011 , for example, 6-and 9-month-olds first saw an object (e.g., a disk) being placed behind a screen, and then they saw a second object (e.g., a triangle) being placed behind a second screen. When the first screen was lifted to reveal the last-hidden object, 9-month-olds detected this swap. However, 6-month-olds did not, most likely because they lacked sufficient working-memory capacity to fully represent two separate occlusion events shown in quick succession (e.g., infants did not have time to retrieve or bind the featural information relevant to the object in the first occlusion event because they had to go on to represent the second occlusion event). When three separate occlusion events were shown in succession, and swaps now involved lifting the second screen to reveal the first-hidden object, 9-month-olds now failed, but 12-month-olds still succeeded (9-month-olds succeeded at detecting the swap in the second of three objects when only two occlusion events occurred in succession). In another experiment (Kibbe & Feigenson, 2016) , 12-month-olds detected a violation when two different objects were placed, one at a time, behind a large screen, which was then lowered to reveal two identical objects (i.e., one of the objects had become identical to the other). However, infants failed to detect a violation when four different objects were hidden and two pairs of identical objects were revealed, again suggesting that infants lacked sufficient working-memory capacity to retrieve or bind the featural information relevant to four different objects hidden one after the other. Together, these results make clear that with increases in either the number of events or the number of objects in a single event, limits to infants' working memory seriously affect their performance. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
less likely to detect a violation when the screen was lowered to reveal no object. In the one-object condition, we predicted that infants who saw the same-object and the different-objects events would respond similarly, albeit for different reasons. In the case of the sameobject event, as explained previously, the two systems should agree that one object was present. Infants should thus view the final display of that object, when the screen was lowered, as expected. In the case of the different-objects event, however, the two systems should disagree quantitatively about how many objects were present, leading to a catastrophic individuation failure: Infants should hold no expectation about how many objects should be revealed, and they should therefore fail to detect a violation when shown one object. Infants in the one-object condition should thus look about equally, and equally short, whether they were shown the same-object or the different-objects event.
Method
Participants. Participants were 48 full-term infants (23 male, M ϭ 11 months, 26 days, range ϭ 10 months, 29 days to 12 months, 24 days). Another 10 infants were tested but excluded (six in the no-object condition and four in the one-object condition) because they were inattentive (four), distracted (one), or fussy (two), or had a test looking time over 3 standard deviations from the condition mean (three; all saw the different-objects event, one in the no-object condition and two in the one-object condition). Twelve infants were randomly assigned to each combination of condition (no-object or one-object) and event (same-object or different-objects).
Apparatus and stimuli. The experimental set-up was similar to that in Experiment 1 with the following exceptions. First, the stimuli were two red plastic cups (each 11 cm ϫ 7 cm), one decorated with thin horizontal yellow stripes and the other with large green dots. Second, the screen (34.5 cm ϫ 38.5 cm ϫ 0.5 cm) was beige, positioned 19 cm from the back wall (now 59 cm deep), and supported at the back by a 1-cm dowel that extended across the apparatus. As before, a hidden first assistant rotated the right end of the rod to raise and lower the screen. Third, because the cups had narrow bottoms (5 cm in diameter), a different mechanism was used to move them across the apparatus, to make sure their handles remained hidden from infants' view. Each cup had a vertical handle (a rod 16 cm ϫ 1 cm) affixed to the center of its bottom surface. This handle was inserted into a long slit (70 cm ϫ 2.5 cm) in the apparatus floor, centered between the screen and the back wall. Beneath the floor, a hidden second assistant slid the handle along a track (with markings and stoppers) to move the cup back and forth. To avoid producing sound cues that might indicate the number of hidden objects present, the slit was lined with felt, and the bottom of each cup and the top of each handle were also covered with felt. Finally, a concealed trapdoor in the apparatus floor, centered behind the screen, was used by a hidden third assistant to surreptitiously remove the first-seen cup (oneobject condition) or both cups (no-object condition) before the screen was lowered in the test trial.
Procedure. The procedure was similar to that in Experiment 1. Infants were attentive during the initial phases of the familiarization and test trials and looked, on average, for 90% (no-object condition) and 91% (one-object condition) of each initial phase. The criteria used to end the final phases of the familiarization and test trials were the same as in Experiment 1, with one exception: The test trial ended when the infant looked away for 2 consecutive seconds, instead of 1 consecutive second. In the no-object condition, in particular, the use of a slightly longer look-away value gave infants more time to register and process the empty final display that was revealed when the screen was lowered (i.e., an empty display meant there was no object to attract and retain infants' attention). Interobserver agreement during the final phase of each trial averaged 92% per trial per infant. Finally, preliminary analyses of the test data revealed no significant interaction of condition and event with either infants' sex or last-seen object (dotted or striped cup), both ps Ͼ 0.538. The data were therefore collapsed across these latter two factors.
Results
Looking times during the final phase of the familiarization trial were compared by means of an ANOVA with condition (no-object or one-object) and event (same-object or different-objects) as between-subjects factors. The analysis yielded no significant effects, all ps Ͼ 0.182, suggesting that across conditions and events, infants tended to look equally at the upright screen during the final This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
phase of the familiarization trial (for descriptive statistics, see Experiment 2 Dataset in online supplementary material). Looking times during the final phase of the test trial were analyzed in the same manner (see Figure 7) . The main effect of event was significant, F(1, 44) ϭ 4.75, p ϭ .035, as was the Condition ϫ Event interaction, F(1, 44) ϭ 4.39, p ϭ .042, p 2 ϭ 0.09. Planned comparisons revealed that, as predicted, (a) infants in the no-object condition looked significantly longer if shown the same-object event (M ϭ 19.20, SD ϭ 5.47) than if shown the different-objects event (M ϭ 13.99, SD ϭ 3.05), F(1, 44) ϭ 9.14, p ϭ .004, d ϭ 1.16; and (b) infants in the one-object condition looked about equally whether they were shown the same-object event (M ϭ 14.57, SD ϭ 2.22) or the different-objects event (M ϭ 14.74, SD ϭ 4.14), F(1, 44) ϭ 0.00, p ϭ .953, d ϭ 0.00. Wilcoxon's rank sum tests confirmed the results of the no-object (Z ϭ 2.31, p ϭ .021) and one-object (Z ϭ 0.75, p ϭ .452) conditions. 9
Further Results
In the no-object condition, infants who saw the same-object event looked significantly longer than those who saw the differentobjects event. This finding suggested that (a) infants who saw the same-object event detected an individuation violation when the screen was lowered to reveal no cup, but (b) infants who saw the different-objects event did not detect this violation, consistent with the claim that they were experiencing a catastrophic individuation failure. To confirm this finding, which provided key evidence for our model, we tested an additional group of 11-month-olds using the same procedure as in the no-object condition (n ϭ 24, M ϭ 11 months, 21 days, range ϭ 10 months, 28 days to 12 months, 22 days). Another five infants were excluded because they were inattentive (two) or fussy (one), peeked behind the screen (one), or were subject to parental interference (one). Half of the infants in this no-object replication saw the same-object event, and half saw the different-objects event. Infants were attentive during the initial phases of the trials, looking, on average, for 89% of each initial phase. Interobserver agreement averaged 89% per trial per infant. Looking times during the final phase of the test trial were analyzed using an ANOVA with event (same-object or different-objects) as a between-subjects factor. This effect was significant, F(1, 22) ϭ 9.29, p ϭ .006, d ϭ 1.29, indicating that infants who were shown the same-object event (M ϭ 16.43, SD ϭ 2.87) looked significantly longer than those who were shown the different-objects event (M ϭ 12.99, SD ϭ 2.75). A Wilcoxon's rank sum test confirmed this result (Z ϭ 2.40, p ϭ .016).
Lastly, we compared test looking times in this no-object replication with those in the no-object condition of Experiment 2 (n ϭ 48), using an ANOVA with experiment (replication or Experiment 2) and event (same-object or different-objects) as between-subjects factors. The analysis yielded only a significant main effect of event, F(1, 44) ϭ 15.96, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ 0.27, indicating that infants who saw the same-object event (M ϭ 17.81, SD ϭ 4.50) looked significantly longer than those who saw the differentobjects event (M ϭ 13.49, SD ϭ 2.89). A Wilcoxon's rank sum test again confirmed this result (Z ϭ 3.45, p Ͻ .001).
Discussion
As predicted, infants in the no-object condition and its replication looked significantly longer if shown the same-object as opposed to the different-objects event. In the case of the same-object event, the OF and PR systems agreed that a single object was present behind the screen ( Figure 3A) , so infants expected to see that object when the screen was lowered, and they detected an individuation violation when shown no object, confirming prior findings with occlusion events involving a single object (Kibbe & Leslie, 2011; Luo et al., 2009 ). In the case of the different-objects event, however, the OF and PR systems posited different numbers of objects behind the screen, leading to a catastrophic individuation failure ( Figure 3D ). These interpretations were supported by the results of the one-object condition, in which infants tended to look equally, and equally short, at the two events. In the same-9 As noted earlier, comparisons of final displays involving different numbers of objects can be difficult to interpret, as infants sometimes display a baseline tendency to look longer at displays containing more objects. Nevertheless, for the sake of completion, we also compared infants' responses with each event between the no-object and one-object conditions. For the same-object event, infants looked significantly longer at the final display in the no-object condition (M ϭ 19.20, SD ϭ 5.47) than in the one-object condition (M ϭ 14.57, SD ϭ 2.22), F(1, 44) ϭ 6.40, p ϭ 0.015, d ϭ 1.05, and this result was confirmed by a Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Z ϭ 2.37, p ϭ 0.018. Infants thus held a clear expectation that a single cup was hidden behind the screen, and they detected a violation when no cup was revealed. For the different-objects event, infants looked about equally at the final display in the no-object condition (M ϭ 13.99, SD ϭ 3.05) and the one-object condition (M ϭ 14.74, SD ϭ 4.14), F(1, 44) ϭ 0.19, p ϭ 0.666, d ϭ 0.20, and this result was again confirmed by a Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Z ϭ 0.41, p ϭ 0.685. Thus, in line with our model, infants held no expectation about what they would see when the screen was lowered, so they looked about equally whether they saw no cup or one cup. Figure 7 . Mean looking times in Experiment 2, by event and condition, during the final phase of the test trial. Errors bars represent standard errors, and an asterisk denotes a significant difference between the conditions. Looking times were log-transformed before analysis. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
object event, infants simply saw what they expected to see when the screen was lowered. In the different-objects event, infants again experienced a catastrophic individuation failure and held no expectation about what they would see. Thus, infants who saw the different-objects event failed to detect an individuation violation not only when the screen was lowered to reveal one object, as in prior research, but also when the screen was lowered to reveal no object. These results provide evidence for two assumptions of our model. First, the OF and PR systems use somewhat different information to individuate objects, so they sometimes posit different numbers of objects in an event. Second, when an event comes to an end, a quantitative disagreement between the OF system (one object) and the PR system (two objects) leads infants to hold no expectation at all about the number of objects present. Infants cannot easily align or reconcile the two systems' divergent representations, leading to a catastrophic individuation failure.
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 had two goals. One was to provide converging evidence, using a novel task, for our assumption that quantitative disagreements between the OF and PR systems result in catastrophic individuation failures. The other goal was to provide new evidence, using a modified version of this same task, for our assumption that qualitative disagreements, unlike quantitative ones, are easily resolved, resulting in successful individuation.
In our novel task, 9-month-olds saw a containment event followed by a shaking event: Rigid objects were lifted from and lowered into a large box, which was then shaken briskly. When shaken, the box produced no thuds or thumping sounds but instead was silent, as though empty. The rationale was that if infants held a clear representation that the box contained one or two rigid objects, then (a) they should expect the object(s) to collide with the box's interior walls during the shaking event; (b) they should expect to hear thumping sounds when these impacts occurred (Bahrick, 1983; Setoh et al., 2013) ; and (c) they should detect a violation when the box was silent. If, however, infants held no clear representation of how many objects were in the box, due to a quantitative disagreement between the OF and PR systems (i.e., one vs. two objects in the box), then they should fail to detect a violation when the shaken box was silent. Finally, if the task was modified to bring about a qualitative, as opposed to a quantitative, disagreement between the two systems (i.e., no object vs. one object in the box), this disagreement should then be resolved, leading infants to detect a violation when the shaken box was silent.
Infants were randomly assigned to a no-removal or a removal condition (see Figure 8) . Infants in the no-removal condition received one orientation trial, one familiarization trial, and one test trial. Each trial had an initial phase and a final phase. At the start of the (5-s) initial phase in the orientation trial, a large box rested upright on the apparatus floor, and an experimenter's gloved right This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
hand held the back of the box. The hand rotated the box toward the infant, to show that it was empty, and then returned it to its original orientation. During the final phase of the trial, the hand (a) shook the box by sliding it briskly back and forth on the apparatus floor (2 s); (b) paused briefly (2 s); and then (c) repeated this sequence of actions until the trial ended. As would be expected, the empty box produced no internal sounds when shaken. The familiarization trial introduced infants to the objects that would be used in the test trial. Infants saw one of three events: different-objects, same-object, or different-locations. Stimuli were two rigid toys that 9-month-olds would encode as merely featurally distinct: a toy wolf and a soccer ball. Each object was mounted on an identical wooden support. At the beginning of the (35-s) initial phase in the different-objects event, the box rested upright on the apparatus floor. The experimenter's right hand rested at a window in the back wall, and her left hand held the back of the box (to keep it in place). To start, the right hand reached into the box, lifted one of the objects (e.g., the wolf; counterbalanced), and placed it on the apparatus floor next to the box. The hand then tapped the object first against the apparatus floor and then against the left side of the box. This tapping served to demonstrate that the object produced impact sounds, as would be expected, when it collided with other rigid surfaces. The hand then returned the object to the box (16 s). After a 2-s pause, the hand repeated these actions with the other object (e.g., the ball; 16 s), and then withdrew to the window and paused (1 s). During the final phase of the trial, infants watched this paused scene until the trial ended. The same-object event was identical except that the same object (e.g., the wolf; counterbalanced) was shown twice (as before, two identical toys were used to produce the event, for better experimental control). Finally, the different-locations event was identical to the different-objects event except that the second object to be manipulated (e.g., the ball) rested on the apparatus floor at the start of the trial. Thus, when the hand lifted the first object (e.g., the wolf) from the box, infants could see both objects simultaneously, in different locations. After returning the first object to the box, the hand grasped the second object, tapped it, and then placed it inside the box.
The procedure in the test trial was identical to that in the familiarization trial, with one exception: At the end of the (35-s) initial phase, the experimenter grasped the back of the box and then shook it back and forth until the trial ended, as in the orientation trial. Critically, the box was always silent when shaken (the objects were surreptitiously removed from it), so that all infants watched the same shaking event.
Infants in the removal condition underwent the same procedure as in the no-removal condition with one exception: After tapping the second object in the (35-s) initial phases of the familiarization and test trials, the experimenter's right hand removed it from the apparatus through the window in the back wall, instead of placing it in the box. The hand then either rested at the window (familiarization trial) or shook the box (test trial), as before.
Our predictions were as follows. In the case of the same-object test event, different predictions held for the no-removal and removal conditions. In the no-removal condition, the OF and the PR systems should agree that one object was in the box (there was no information to suggest otherwise; Figure 3A ). Infants should thus expect to hear thumping sounds during the shaking event as the object collided with the box's interior walls, and they should detect a violation when the box was silent, suggesting that it was empty. In the removal condition, the OF and the PR systems should agree that the box was now empty, and hence they should detect no violation when the shaken box was silent. In the case of the different-locations event, predictions were similar for the noremoval and removal conditions. Based on the spatiotemporal information available (Figure 3B ), the two systems should agree that the box contained either two objects (no-removal condition) or one object (removal condition). Thus, in either case, infants should expect to hear thumping sounds from the shaken box, and they should detect a violation when they heard no such sounds, as though the box was empty. Finally, in the case of the differentobjects event, predictions differed for the two conditions. In the no-removal condition, the OF and PR systems should disagree about the number of objects present. The OF system should assume, based on the spatiotemporal and categorical information at its disposal, that one object was in the box, whereas the PR system should assume, based on the causally relevant featural information at its disposal (e.g., the toys' different shapes and sizes) that two objects were in the box. This quantitative disagreement (i.e., one vs. two objects in the box; Figure 3D ) should lead to a catastrophic individuation failure, so infants should hold no particular expectation about what happened next, and hence they should detect no violation when the shaken box was silent. In the removal condition, the OF system should assume that no object was left in the box, following the last-seen object's removal from the apparatus, whereas the PR system should assume that the first-seen object was still in the box. As in other remainder tasks ( Figure 2D ), this qualitative disagreement (i.e., no object vs. one object in the box; Figure 3F ) should be easily resolved. Upon receiving the signal from the PR system that in addition to the object removed from the apparatus, there was an object remaining in the box (i.e., the first-seen object), the OF system should add a new object file pointing to that object, leading to a clear expectation for one object in the box. When the shaking event began, infants should thus expect to hear thumping sounds, and they should detect a violation when they did not.
Together, these predictions suggested that (a) in the no-removal condition, infants should look significantly longer if shown the same-object and the different-locations events as opposed to the different-objects event; (b) in the removal condition, infants should look significantly longer if shown the different-locations or the different-objects event than if shown the same-object event; and (c) both the same-object and the different-objects event should differ between conditions, though with reverse looking patterns: Infants who saw the same-object event should look significantly longer in the no-removal (one object) than in the removal (no object) condition, whereas infants who saw the different-objects event should look significantly longer in the removal (one object) than in the no-removal (two objects) condition. Finding the predicted results would confirm those of Experiment 2, would support our analysis of remainder tasks, and more generally would provide robust evidence for our assumptions concerning the consequences of quantitative and qualitative disagreements between the OF and PR systems for infants' ability to individuate and track objects. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Method
Participants. Participants were 72 full-term infants (36 male, M ϭ 9 months, 18 days, range ϭ 9 months, 0 days to 10 months, 12 days). Another five infants were tested but excluded (two in the no-removal condition, and three in the removal condition) because they were fussy (two) or inattentive (one), or had a test looking time over 3 standard deviations from the condition mean (two: one who saw the different-objects event in the no-removal condition, and one who saw the same-object event in the removal condition). Twelve infants were randomly assigned to each combination of condition (no-removal, removal) and event (same-object, different-objects, different-locations).
Apparatus and stimuli. The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 2 except that the back wall had a narrow window (25 cm ϫ 46 cm) located 24.5 cm above the floor, 30 cm from the right wall. An experimenter wearing a white shirt and white gloves stood behind the window. Stimuli included two identical brown boxes (each 23 cm ϫ 22 cm ϫ 22 cm and lined with a brightly patterned adhesive paper). One box was used in the orientation trial. It initially rested 3.5 cm in front of the back wall, centered between the two sidewalls. Its bottom was covered with felt so that it made very little noise when the experimenter repeatedly shook it briskly along the floor, toward the infant and back, over a distance of about 20 cm. The other box was used in the familiarization and test trials, and it was shifted to the right so that its right edge aligned with that of the window. Unbeknownst to infants, this box had a hole in its bottom, which matched an opening in the apparatus floor. Beneath the floor, a hidden assistant used this opening to silently pass an object (when the experimenter reached into the box to lift an object) or take away an object (when the experimenter lowered an object into the box). The objects were two identical brown toy wolves (each 13 cm ϫ 8.5 cm ϫ 8 cm) and two identical yellow soccer balls (each 8 cm in diameter). The objects were rigid and mounted on identical wooden bases (each 1 cm ϫ 8.5 cm ϫ 4.5 cm), so that they produced similar sounds when their bases were tapped against the apparatus floor or the side of the box. Finally, the experimenter always lifted and lowered objects at the center of the box, to prevent giving spatial cues as to how many objects were present.
Procedure. The procedure was similar to that in Experiment 1. Infants were attentive during the initial phases of the orientation, familiarization, and test trials. In each condition, they looked, on average, for 96% of each initial phase. The criteria used to end the final phases of the trials were the same as in Experiment 1. Interobserver agreement during the final phase of each trial averaged 95% per trial per infant. Finally, preliminary analyses of the test data revealed no significant interaction of condition and event with either infants' sex or last-seen object (wolf or ball), both ps Ͼ 0.925. The data were therefore collapsed across these latter two factors.
Adult data. To confirm our analysis of our shaking task, we asked 20 adults (15 female, M ϭ 21 years, range ϭ 19 -23) whether they would expect to hear thumping sounds from the box if the experimenter were to shake it with one of the toys in it. Participants sat in front of the apparatus. To start, the experimenter showed them that the box was empty and that it produced no internal sounds when briskly shaken (as in the orientation trial). Next, the experimenter grasped one of the toys (e.g., the wolf; counterbalanced), tapped its base against the apparatus floor and the side of the box (as in the familiarization and test trials), and then placed the toy in the box. Adults rated on a 7-point scale (1 ϭ no sounds, 7 ϭ very loud sounds) whether they would now expect to hear sounds from the box if the experimenter were to shake it as before. The experimenter then removed the toy from the box and repeated the same procedure with the other toy (e.g., the ball). For each toy, ratings were compared against the possibility of expecting no sounds (rating ϭ 1) using a one-sample t test. Adults significantly expected to hear sounds from the shaken box when either the wolf (M ϭ 4.75, SD ϭ 0.91), t(19) ϭ 18.42, p Ͻ .001; or the ball (M ϭ 4.50, SD ϭ 1.10), t(19) ϭ 14.23, p Ͻ .001, was placed inside it. Ratings for the two toys did not differ, F(1, 19) ϭ 1.00, p ϭ .330. Thus, not surprisingly, adults expected each toy to produce thumping sounds when the box was shaken, and they expected equally loud sounds for the two toys.
Results
Looking times during the final phase of the orientation trial were compared by means of an ANOVA with condition (noremoval or removal) and event (same-object, different-objects or different-locations) as between-subjects factors. The analysis yielded no significant effects, all ps Ͼ .445. Looking times during the final phase of the familiarization trial were analyzed in the same manner, and the analysis again produced no significant results, all ps Ͼ .104. Thus, across conditions and events, infants tended to look equally during the orientation and familiarization trials (for descriptive statistics, see Experiment 3 Dataset in online supplementary material).
Looking times during the final phase of the test trial were analyzed in the same manner (see Figure 9 ). The only significant Figure 9 . Mean looking times in Experiment 3, by event and condition, during the final phase of the test trial. Errors bars represent standard errors, and an asterisk denotes a significant difference between the conditions. Looking times were log-transformed before analysis. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
effect was the Condition ϫ Event interaction, F(2, 66) ϭ 11.06, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ 0.25. Five planned comparisons (with a Bonferroni-adjusted ␣-level of 0.01) were conducted. In the noremoval condition, infants who saw the same-object event (M ϭ 22.84, SD ϭ 5.88) or the different-locations event (M ϭ 22.48, SD ϭ 7.13) looked significantly longer when the box was shaken than did infants who saw the different-objects event (M ϭ 14.37, SD ϭ 4.54), F(1, 66) ϭ 16.38, p Ͻ .001. In the removal condition, infants who saw the different-objects event (M ϭ 22.85, SD ϭ 7.21) or the different-locations event (M ϭ 20.26, SD ϭ 6.30) looked significantly longer when the box was shaken than did infants who saw the same-object event (M ϭ 15.54, SD ϭ 4.71), F(1, 66) ϭ 8.29, p ϭ .005. Finally, comparing between the two conditions, different looking times were found for the differentobjects event, F(1, 66) ϭ 12.28, p Ͻ .001, and for the same-object event, F(1, 66) ϭ 9.34, p ϭ .003, but not for the different-locations event, F(1, 66) ϭ 0.52, p ϭ .475. Wilcoxon's rank sum tests also showed significant differences between conditions for the different-objects event (Z ϭ 2.52, p ϭ .012), and the same-object event, (Z ϭ 2.75, p ϭ .006), but not the different-locations event (Z ϭ 0.58, p ϭ .559).
Discussion
As predicted, infants who saw the same-object event looked significantly longer at the shaking of the box in the no-removal than in the removal condition. In the no-removal condition, the OF and PR systems agreed that the box held one object (no information suggested otherwise; Figure 3A) . Thus, when the box was shaken, infants expected the object to produce thumping sounds as it collided with the box's interior walls, and they detected a violation when they heard no such sounds, as though the object had spontaneously vanished from the box. 10 In the removal condition, both systems agreed that the box was now empty, as the object had been visibly removed from the apparatus instead of being returned into the box, so infants did not detect a violation when the shaken box was silent. Together, these results demonstrate that infants could reason correctly about our novel task: They expected the shaken box to produce thumping sounds when it contained at least one object (as did our adult participants), but to be silent otherwise.
Also as predicted, infants who saw the different-locations event tended to look equally, and equally long, in the no-removal and removal conditions. Based on the spatiotemporal information available, both systems assumed that the box held either two objects (no-removal condition; Figure 3B ) or one object (removal condition). Infants therefore expected to hear thumping sounds when the box was shaken, and they detected a violation when they heard no such sounds. The results of the no-removal condition are particularly important because they make clear that when infants represented two objects in the box, they expected to hear thumping sounds during the shaking event as the objects collided with each other and with the box's interior walls (i.e., infants did not assume the two objects would fit tightly within the box and produce no sounds).
Finally, also as predicted, infants who saw the different-objects event looked significantly longer at the shaking of the box in the removal than in the no-removal condition. In the no-removal condition, the OF system assigned similar categorical descriptors to the wolf and the ball and therefore inferred that the box held a single object. In contrast, the PR system represented some of the featural differences between the two toys and therefore inferred that the box held two objects. This quantitative disagreement ( Figure 3D ) resulted in a catastrophic individuation failure, so infants held no particular expectation about what would happen next. In the removal condition, however, the visible removal of the last-seen toy from the apparatus resulted in a qualitative, as opposed to a quantitative, disagreement between the two systems. The OF system signaled that the object it had been tracking was now gone, leaving the box empty, but the PR system signaled that the box in fact still held an object. The OF system then added an object file pointing to this object, bringing the two systems in alignment. As a result, infants expected thumping sounds from the shaken box and detected a violation when they heard no such sounds, as though the box was empty. These results are particularly useful because they illustrate the difference between quantitative and qualitative disagreements under highly similar conditions. Infants failed to detect the individuation violation they were shown when the first and second objects were each returned to the box prior to the shaking event (resulting in a quantitative disagreement), but they succeeded if the second object was removed from the apparatus instead (resulting in a qualitative disagreement).
11
As was alluded in Experiment 1's Discussion section, the results of Experiment 3 also help rule out alternative interpretations of the positive result obtained with the different-objects event in the panel condition of Experiment 1. Recall that according to these interpretations, the transparent panel behind the screen provided either an attentional or a mnemonic cue that helped infants detect the individuation violation they were shown. In Experiment 3, infants saw the experimenter shake the box at the end of every event, and this repeated shaking no doubt helped infants focus on the box and the objects it contained. Nevertheless, as predicted by our model, infants correctly individuated the objects in the box only when there was agreement, or qualitative disagreement, between the OF and PR systems. Quantitative disagreement, as usual, led to a catastrophic individuation failure. 10 We assume that upon noticing that the box was silent when shaken, infants concluded that the object had inexplicably vanished (a continuity violation). However, infants could have posited more sophisticated types of persistence violations to make sense of what they saw and heard. For example, they could have concluded that the object had magically passed through the back of the box (a solidity violation), had become attached to one of the box's interior walls (a boundedness violation), or had changed into a soft object that caused no sound when colliding with the box's interior walls (an unchangeableness violation). Based on our data, we cannot determine whether or how infants attempted to explain the violation they detected, but it is not necessary that we do so for testing our model. The critical finding is that when infants successfully individuated the object, they expected to hear it bounce around during the shaking event and detected a violation when they did not.
11 An anonymous reviewer suggested a clever way to adapt our box task to offer not only a standard task (no-removal condition) and a remainder task (removal condition), as in Experiment 3, but also a one-event task. In this new task, infants would again see either two objects in alternation (different-objects event) or one object (same-object event) lifted from and returned into the box. Next, instead of shaking the box, the experimenter would rotate it to reveal a large transparent window in its back sidewall, with only one object visible through this window. In this case, the containment event would still be ongoing, with the PR system in control of predicting its progress, and infants should now detect the individuation violation in the different-objects event. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
General Discussion
For over two decades, the study of young infants' ability to individuate objects has captivated developmental researchers' interest, because this ability sheds light on our earliest representations of objects. However, the large body of findings generated by these investigations has yielded an unwieldy picture, with infants succeeding at some individuation tasks but failing at others. To date, various explanations have been offered for subsets of these findings, but none so far has been able to account for infants' positive and negative performances across tasks. In this article, we proposed a new model of early object individuation that sought to do just that. Because object individuation is part and parcel of infants' ability to represent and reason about physical events, we situated our work within the broader framework of early physical reasoning. We strove to integrate findings from object individuation and physical reasoning into a single model of how infants individuate, represent, and reason about objects in physical events.
Our model has three main assumptions. First, when different objects emerge in alternation from behind a screen or from inside a box, two cognitive systems help infants individuate the objects: the object-file (OF) and physical-reasoning (PR) systems. The OF system uses primarily spatiotemporal and categorical information for this purpose, whereas the PR system also uses whatever featural information has been identified as causally relevant for the event category involved. Because the two systems rely on somewhat different information to individuate the objects, conflicts sometimes arise between them. Second, during the event, the PR system has priority over the OF system in predicting how the event will unfold. Third, when the event comes to an end, and the two systems agree on how many objects are present behind the screen, infants successfully track the objects to the next event. If the systems disagree, however, infants' performance depends on the nature of this disagreement. Quantitative disagreements (in which both systems agree that objects are present but disagree on their number) lead to catastrophic individuation failures: Infants hold no expectation at all about how many objects are present (not even a default expectation that there should be at least one object present!). In contrast, qualitative disagreements (in which the OF system assumes that there is no hidden object left but the PR system assumes that one or more hidden objects still remain) are easily resolved, leading to successful performance.
The three experiments with 9-to 11-month-olds (N ϭ 216) reported in this article supported our model. Experiment 1 replicated the findings of Wilcox and Chapa (2002) with one-event tasks, supporting the second assumption listed earlier. After two different dolls emerged in alternation from behind a screen, infants detected a violation if the screen was lowered to reveal only one of the dolls standing behind a transparent panel. The addition of this panel meant that the occlusion event continued on, with the PR system remaining in charge of predicting how the event would unfold, Because it had established separate representations for the two dolls, based on their featural differences, infants detected a violation when one spontaneously disappeared.
Experiment 2 supported the third assumption listed earlier and more specifically the claim that quantitative disagreements between the OF and PR systems lead to catastrophic individuation failures. After two different cups emerged in alternation from behind a screen, infants failed to detect a violation if the screen was lowered to reveal no cup at all. Experiment 3 provided additional support for this claim using a novel event sequence. After seeing two different toys being lifted in alternation from a large box, infants failed to detect a violation if the box produced no internal sounds when shaken, as though empty. In each experiment, the OF system inferred that a single object was hidden, behind the screen or inside the box, whereas the PR system inferred that two objects were hidden. Infants could not resolve this quantitative disagreement and hence held no expectation about what they would see or hear next.
Finally, Experiment 3 also provided support for the claim that qualitative disagreements between the OF and PR systems are easily resolved and hence do not lead to catastrophic individuation failures. In the removal condition, the second toy that was lifted from the box was removed from the apparatus. This resulted in a qualitative disagreement about how many objects were left in the box, with the OF system signaling that no object was left and the PR system signaling that one object was left. The OF system then created an object file for this object, thereby bringing the two systems into agreement. As a result, infants held a clear expectation that one object was still in the box, and they detected a violation when the shaken box was silent, as though empty.
Together, these findings provide robust evidence for our model and demonstrate that it can predict and explain infants' performance in a variety of individuation tasks, including novel tasks. Still, many questions remain about the development of the cognitive systems that underlie early object individuation, and about the continuity of these systems from the first year of life to adulthood. We conclude our article by suggesting three directions for future research.
Scaling Up Our Model: Infants' Individuation of Three Objects
In prior different-locations tasks, 13-to 18-month-olds could remember the presence of three different objects that were first displayed simultaneously and then hidden in a box (Zosh & Feigenson, 2012 . Keeping track of three objects in a physical event thus appears to be within the limits of infants' working memory capacity. Given these findings, one might ask how well our model would scale up in predicting young infants' performance in individuation tasks with three featurally distinct objects, such as three different balls. Our predictions would in fact be the same as with two objects. In standard or search tasks, the OF system would infer that a single object was present (based on the categorical information at its disposal). The PR system would infer that three objects were present (based on the causally relevant featural information at its disposal), and this quantitative disagreement (one object vs. three objects) would result in a catastrophic individuation failure: Infants would hold no expectation at all about how many objects were present. Now, imagine a remainder task involving the three different balls. At the end of the occlusion or containment event, the third ball (instead of being returned behind the screen or inside the box) would be left in plain view or removed from the scene. In either case, the OF system would assume there was no hidden object left. The PR system would assume there were two hidden objects left; and this qualitative disagreement (no object vs. two objects) would This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
be resolved by the OF system adding object files as needed, leading infants to expect two objects.
Types of Categorical Information
We have seen that infants succeed at individuation tasks when they encode the two objects as categorically distinct, either spontaneously or via experimental manipulations. According to our model, the nature of these categorical distinctions does not matter: Any categorical distinctions should enable the OF system to correctly individuate the two objects. Prior individuation tasks have tended to focus on only a few types of categorical distinctions, leaving open several avenues for future research.
First, prior manipulations used in standard tasks to induce young infants to assign objects to distinct categories have all focused on deep conceptual categories formed via linguistic, functional, and/or pedagogical evidence (Futó et al., 2010; Stavans & Baillargeon, 2018; Xu, 2002) . According to our model, however, simple manipulations focusing on shallow perceptual categories should be equally effective. One such manipulation is suggested by experiments on early object segregation conducted by Needham and her colleagues (Dueker, Modi, & Needham, 2003; Needham, Dueker, & Lockhead, 2005) . Four-month-olds were found to correctly parse a static test display composed of two adjacent objects, a block and a cylinder, if they were first exposed to an array of three different blocks similar to the test block. According to Needham, infants (a) formed a "block" category when shown the array of three blocks, (b) recognized the test block as a novel member of this category, and (c) inferred that the test block and cylinder were two separate objects. Building on these results, one could examine whether young infants who were first shown a static array of three blocks and a static array of three cylinders (in separate trials) would then succeed at a standard task involving one object from each array. Positive results would support the claim that any categorical distinctions available to the OF system-even ones involving shallow perceptual categoriescan lead to success in standard tasks.
Second, prior individuation tasks in which infants successfully assigned the two objects to distinct categories (either spontaneously or via manipulations) have all made use of categorical distinctions related to the objects' intrinsic properties (e.g., a ball and a toy duck could not be interchangeably assigned to each other's category, nor could a masher and a pair of tongs). However, there are other types of categorical distinctions that are more extrinsic to the objects involved, such as event roles. Recall that when the PR system builds a representation of a physical event, it categorizes the event (e.g., collision) and assigns distinct categorical roles to the objects (e.g., hitter, hittee; Leslie & Keeble, 1987) . It might be possible to take advantage of these event roles to induce young infants to succeed at standard tasks. Imagine that 12-month-olds first received two trials involving collision events. In one trial, a blue ball would roll across an apparatus floor and hit a toy car. In the other trial, the toy car would roll across the floor and hit a red ball. In the test trial, infants would see a standard betweensubjects different-objects event involving the blue and the red balls. Evidence that infants now detected the violation in this event would suggest that (a) as each ball emerged from behind the screen, the OF system gathered information from memory as well as from incoming perceptual information about the ball; (b) the information from memory included each ball's role in the collision events (e.g., formerly a hitter vs. formerly a hittee); (c) the OF system used these distinct categorical descriptors to correctly individuate the two balls; and (d) the OF and PR systems then agreed that two balls were present, leading infants to expect to see both balls when the screen was lowered.
Finding that any categorical distinction (whether conceptually rich or shallow, and whether intrinsic or extrinsic to the objects' properties) leads to success in individuation tasks would provide additional evidence for our model and for the privileged role of categorical information in the OF system, at least in the first year of life.
The OF System and Featural Information
We have argued that 12-month-olds fail at standard or search tasks involving objects that are merely featurally distinct in large part because the OF system considers only the categorical information at its disposal when individuating objects. How can we explain this selective reliance on categorical information? One possibility is that it reflects a competence limitation. In this view, the OF system would at first be unable to use featural information to individuate objects. Another possibility is that this initial reliance on categorical information reflects a performance limitation. In this view, the OF system would be capable of using featural information for individuation purposes but would at first do so spontaneously only if the information was highly salient.
One way to evaluate these two possibilities would be to examine whether priming the OF system to attend to a particular feature could result in a successful individuation performance. Imagine that 12-month-olds were first primed to attend to color information in a context chosen to activate only the OF system (i.e., no physical event took place). For example, infants might see a single static array of three balls differing only in color, to highlight color as an individuating feature. Next, in the test trial, infants would see a standard between-subjects different-objects event involving two novel balls that again differed only in color. Evidence that infants now detected a violation when the screen was lowered to reveal only one ball would suggest that (a) the OF system used the highlighted color information to individuate the two balls, (b) the OF and PR systems agreed that two balls were present, and hence (c) infants expected to see both balls when the screen was lowered. Such positive results would suggest that the OF system is capable of using featural information to individuate objects in physical events; however, it tends not to do so, at least in the first year of life, unless that information is made particularly salient. These results would dovetail with many other findings on young infants' reasoning about objects in physical events. For example, recall that although young infants' OF system does not spontaneously consider objects' basic-level categories when individuating objects, it can be primed to do so (Stavans & Baillargeon, 2018; Xu, 2002) . Similarly, although young infants' PR system does not spontaneously consider pattern or color information when predicting how an occlusion event will unfold, it can be primed to do so Wilcox & Chapa, 2004) .
Future research will also need to establish at what age infants begin to spontaneously succeed at standard or search tasks involvThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
ing merely featurally distinct objects, and by what mechanisms they come to do so. The answer to this last question will depend in part on whether the OF system's initial reliance on categorical information represents a competence or a performance limitation, as discussed previously. In the latter case, several factors could contribute to the OF system's emerging use of featural information: (a) increases in infants' information-processing resources could make it possible for the OF system to consider a larger subset of the available information when checking for object continuity during physical events (Cowan, 2016; Diamond, 2013) ; and (b) infants' acquisition of adjectives for referring to objects' individual features (e.g., "striped," "big") could render these features more salient or accessible for the OF system (Booth & Waxman, 2009; Ferguson & Waxman, 2017) , much like the acquisition of count nouns is thought to contribute to the OF system's spontaneous use of basic-level categories beginning around the first birthday (Carey, 2011; Xu & Carey, 1996) . More generally, and perhaps most importantly, all of this research will help bring to light the similarities and differences between the OF and PR systems. For example, it may be that both systems (a) consider more and more information with age when individuating objects in physical events, and (b) can often be primed to consider information that is not yet spontaneously used for this purpose. Nevertheless, the two systems may differ in how they come to consider additional information with age. For the PR system, such changes may occur largely through explanationbased learning, as infants identify features that are causally relevant for predicting outcomes in each event category (Baillargeon & DeJong, 2017; Wang & Kohne, 2007) . For the OF system, however, such changes may occur through quite different mechanisms, such as the acquisition of labels for referring to objects' categories and properties (Carey, 2011; Ferguson & Waxman, 2017; Xu & Carey, 1996) .
Concluding Remarks
We began this article with the following question: Why do young infants fail to detect individuation violations but successfully detect other types of persistence violations? We suggested that individuation failures are best understood as catastrophic failures caused by quantitative conflicts between two cognitive systems-the OF and PR systems-at event boundaries. We then provided novel evidence for these catastrophic failures by showing that (a) after seeing two different objects emerge in alternation from behind a screen, infants detected no violation if the screen was lowered to reveal no object; and (b) after seeing two different objects revealed in alternation from inside a box, infants detected no violation if the box was silent when shaken, as though empty.
Many details of our model may turn out to be incorrect. Nevertheless, we hope that our efforts will inspire new behavioral and brain research on the cognitive architecture that underlies infants' ability to represent, individuate, and reason about objects, and on the development of this architecture from infancy to adulthood.
